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ABSTRACT

King County has a 182 km, crenulated coastline along the glacially
formed channels of Puget Sound.

This distance is nearly evenly divided

between the mainland and two islands, Vashon and Maury.

This field study

determined the long-term net shore-drift along the King County coast,
primarily using geomorphic and sedimentologic indicators of net shoredrift.

The shore-drift sediment is mainly sand and gravel supplied from

coastal bluffs by wave erosion, mass wasting, and fluvial processes.
There are a total of 46 drift cells, with shore-drift operating along all
of the King County coast except for 9 km of artifically modified, commer
cial and industrial shore at Elliott Bay.

The drift cells vary in length

from a few hundred meters to about 16 km.

The mapping verifies that the

pattern of net shore-drift is primarily a function of fetch, and, secon
darily, a function of the long-term characteristics of wave-generating
surface winds.

In the study area, south to southwest winds are both pre

vailing (most frequent) and predominant (strongest).

Because most of the

King County coast has a moderate to long fetch in these directions, 65
percent of all net shore-drift has a northward vector component; 35 percent
has a southward component.
include

Human modifications of the shore-drift pattern

construction of the small-boat marinas at Shilshole and Des Moines,

which have interrupted shore-drift and divided former drift cells.

In

addition, shore-defense structures along this highly urban coast have
locally reduced or eliminated wave erosion as a source of beach and shoredrift sediment supply.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope of the Study
With the continued growth in population and economic activity in
western Washington, pressure for greater development of the region's
coastal zone increases.

The pressure for coastal development is clearly

strong in King County, the most populous county in the state and the
county

containing the majority of coast in the Seattle-Tacoma urban

area (Fig. 1).
Future development along King County's coast will be best managed
by planning and decision making based on an understanding of the coastal
processes that have shaped and continue to modify the coastal zone.
One important aspect of these coastal processes is the direction of
long-term net sediment transport along the coast, called shore-drift,
a transport process primarily in response to the oblique approach of
wind-generated waves.

Knowing the pattern of long-term shore-drift is

of value to scientists, engineers, and planners as an aid to future
scientific studies, to predict where artificial beach fill will be dis
persed over time, and to plan projects such as marinas to minimize
sediment filling of entrance channels.
This study documents the pattern of long-term net shore-drift for
the coast of King County.

The study deals with long-term net shore-

drift, not seasonal effects, and does not attempt to measure or predict
the volume of sediment transported.

This study also examines to what

degree historical development has modified the pattern of net shoredrift, in light of the degree of urbanization along this coast.
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FIGURE 1.

Map of western Washington and vicinity showing major physio
graphic features and fifteen coastal counties.
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Background of the Study
During the late I960's a growing national interest developed in the
effective management of the nation's coastal resources.

In 1972 the

United States Congress passed the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA)
which encouraged all coastal states to develop coastal-management pro
grams that would meet certain federal guidelines.
provisions

The act also included

for federal financial assistance to aid the states in the

development and administration of these programs.

Responsibility for

administration of the Coastal Zone Management Act was within the Depart
ment of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Office of Coastal Zone Management (OCZM).
The foundation for the approved coastal-zone management program in
Washington is the Shoreline Management Act of 1971.

This act gave local

governments the primary responsibility for instituting coastal-zone
planning programs.

The official state agency designated to administer

and implement the CZMA in Washington is the Department of Ecology (DOE).
To assure that local governments have the information to best plan
and manage coastal-zone activities, the DOE began a comprehensive inven
tory of coastal zone land use and natural characteristics for the state's
fifteen coastal counties, initially focusing on the twelve counties
bordering the Strait of Juan de Fuca-Puget Sound system (Fig. 1).

The

information was published in a volume for each county, collectively
titled the Coastal Zone Atlas of Washington.
Included with the coastal zone natural characteristics for each
county are maps indicating seasonal direction of shore-drift.

The data

for the atlas drift maps was supplied to the DOE by the environmental
consultant firm of Norman Associates, Inc., Redmond, Washington.

The
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technique used in generating the shore-drift information relied on wave
hind-casting, that is, compiling wind data from the principal wind
recording stations in order to mathematically model wave patterns along
the local coast.

The seasonal direction of shore-drift was mapped

according to these predicted wave patterns.

This technique, using wind

data and theoretical wave models, is highly inadequate for two main reasons.
First, several of the wind-recording stations are at some distance
inland, and at substantial elevation.

These wind records may not charac

terize the wind direction, frequency, or magnitude over the marine
waters.

Second, this technique ignores fetch—the distance over water

that wind can travel.

Along crenulated coasts (such as Puget Sound)

fetch becomes more important than the onshore wind resultant in deter
mining the direction of shore-drift (Schou, 1952).
As a result of these selected techniques, mistakes in shore-drift
directions were made in the various county atlases.

In addition, the

atlas information presented seasonal variation in drift direction, and
did not address the single direction of long-term net shore-drift that
is most significant as a coastal process.

Although the shortcomings

of the drift maps were not generally recognized until after publication
of the Coastal Zone Atlas of Washington, the DOE sought to amend the
drift information.

In June, 1981, the DOE reached agreement with NOAA's

Office of Coastal Zone Management to fund a field-oriented study of
long-term net shore-drift along the coast of central and southern Puget
Sound.

This investigation was to be conducted under the direction of

Dr. Maurice L. Schwartz, Professor of Geology, Western Washington Uni
versity.

The study of net shore-drift for the coast of King County is

an effort within this larger, regional study to provide data for any
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necessary revisions to the shore-drift maps of the Coastal Zone Atlas of
Washington.

Previous Investigations
Based on theoretical wave models,

shore-drift of King County was

previously mapped by Norman Associates, Inc. and published in the Coastal
Zone Atlas of Washington, volume six. King County (Washington State
Department of Ecology, 1979).

No previous investigations exist of King

County net shore-drift based on field observations of geomorphic and
sedimentologic drift indicators.
Several geomorphic studies of net shore-drift have been conducted
in areas of northern Puget Sound, and this study of King County relied
on these investigations for proven field methods and recognized regionaldrift patterns.

Keuler (1979) completed a coastal-process and net-drift

study of Skagit County (Fig. 1).

Subsequently Ecker and others (1979)

and Keuler (1980) carried out drift studies of coastal segments in
eastern Clallam County.

Whatcom County net shore-drift has been docu

mented by Jacobsen (1980).

And as one of the products of a U. S.

Geological Survey inter-disciplinary study of the Puget Sound region, a
net shore-drift map is presently being prepared (Keuler, 1982, in manu
script) for the 1:100,000 scale Port Townsend quadrangle with geographic
limits:

latitude 48° - 48° 30' N:

longitude 122° - 123° W (Fig. 1).

This quadrangle includes parts of San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish, Island,
Jefferson and Clallam counties.
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GEOGRAPHIC SETTING

King County is located in western Washington bordering Snohomish
County to the north. Pierce County to the south, and having as natural
physiographic limits the crest of the Cascade Range to the east, and
the main channel and tributary passage of Puget Sound to the west (Fig.
1).

Puget Sound is a system of glacially-scoured, marine-filled troughs;

in the King County marine area this system generally has bathymetric
depths of 90 to 180 m, with a maximum depth of about 284 m (National
Ocean Survey, 1976).
King County has a crenulated coastline totalling 182 km (Washington
State Department of Natural Resources, 1977, p. 1).

This total is

almost evenly divided between a mainland coastline along the east side
of Puget Sound and the coastline surrounding two islands, Vashon and
Maury (Fig. 2).
major components:

Thus the county's coastline may be divided into three
1) Mainland, 89 km (49 percent); 2) Vashon Island,

64 km (35 percent); and 3) Maury Island, 29 km (16 percent).

Although

Vashon and Maury islands are presently connected by a low-lying isthmus,
since 1841 each has been named and traditionally considered as separate
islands (Van Olinda, 1935, p. 1), and are so treated in this study.
Table 1 summarizes the land cover/1 and use for King County's
coastline.
island pair.

Residential land use clearly dominates the mainland and
Bulkheads, riprap, and seawalls are common shore-defense

structures associated with these waterfront properties.

At least 70

percent of the total coastline of King County has been artificially
defended, and thus coastal processes are modified.
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The mainland of King County includes some of the most urbanized
coast in the state and includes the marine coastline within the city
limits of Seattle (McGreery, 1973).

Central to Seattle's coastline is

Elliott Bay, an excellent deep-water harbor and focus of Seattle's port
activities.

At the south end of Elliott Bay is the mouth of the only

river entering the county's marine area, the Duwamish River, which in
its lower 9.8 km is a dredged waterway maintained for navigation.
Approximately 7 km north of the entrance to Elliott Bay is an arm of
Shilshole Bay which leads inland to a dam and navigation locks (the
Hiram M. Chittenden Locks) which provide vessel access between Puget
Sound and the freshwater Lake Washington Ship Canal.
Besides the city of Seattle, there are two additional incorporated
areas on the mainland coast, Normandy Park and Des Moines, which account
for approximately 5.1 and 1.3 km of coastline*respectively (Fig. 2).
The remainder of all county coastal area is within unincorporated areas,
and for planning and management purposes is under direction of specified
agencies in the King County government.
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Map of King County coastal area and vicinity.
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TABLE 1.

Percent land cover/1 and use for the King County coastline.
(After Washington State Department of Ecology, 1979, land
cover/land use maps.)

PERCENT COASTLINE®
LAND COVER/LAND USE

Urban

Vashon^h

Maury°h

Mainland

Island

Island

34.7
5.9
3.7
16.4
6.5

50.9
1.3

47.0

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Port
Construction
Extractive
Recreation

Nonforested
Vegetated
Upland

Grassland
Bluff

Forested
Upland

Broad-leaf
Forest
Mixed Forest
Riparian Forest
Forested Bluff

Other

-

4.6

0.1

-

-

-

-

1.1
-

King
County
Total
42.3
3.5

1.8

9 2^
4.1®

9.8
3.5
0.4
0.7

0.1

16.2

1.5

3.7

8.8

1.2
0.3

1.6

0.8
3.7

1.3
0.7

1.1

3.0
5.3
0.9
28.1

0.8
1.7
0.1
24.4

-

2.4
-

-

14.7

36.4

0.4

0.1

0.2

** Summary for categories represented by greater than 0.1 percent.
Mainland summary does not include Duwamish East or West Waterway.
^ Division between Vashon and Maury Islands on line N30°E through
Portage triangulation station (see U. S. Geological Survey Vashon
quadrangle).
^ Former sand and gravel mining area being modified for future
residential development.
^ Sand and gravel mining.
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GEOLOGIC SETTING

The coast of King County lies in the Puget Lowland, a distinct
physiographic region between the Cascade and Olympic mountains.

The

oldest rocks exposed along the King County coast are Oligocene to
Miocene

marine siltstone and sandstone, part of the Blakeley Formation.

These rocks have a prominent exposure as a wave-cut platform along the
south shore of Alki Point (Fig. 2).

The Blakeley Formation also forms

a topographic high near the western end of the point.

No other exposures

along the county's coast are older than Pleistocene, and no other expo
sures are as well indurated as the rock at Alki Point.
During the Pleistocene epoch the Puget Lowland was repeatedly
occupied by lobes of ice from the Cordilleran ice sheet.

At least one

interglacial deposit is recognized in the coastal bluffs of King County,
but glacial sediments clearly predominate.

Most of this drift was

deposited by the Puget lobe during the Vashon Stade of the Fraser Glacia
tion, the most recent glaciation of the Puget Lowland (Crandell and
others, 1958).

This glaciation was responsible for deposition and

erosional processes in the King County coastal area between 15-13,000
years B. P.

The present-day marine troughs of the Puget Sound system

are largely the result of glacial scour and modification by the Puget
lobe (Crandell and others, 1965).
Unconsolidated sediment in the coastal bluffs of King County has
been the major source of beach sediment.

This sediment has been supplied

by wave-induced erosion, by mass wasting, and by fluvial processes.

With

relatively recent urbanization and defense of the coast, wave erosion
has been locally reduced or elminated, and along certain coastal stretches
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sediment transported by streams has become a principal source of beach
sediment.

This fluvial source is the present case particularly along

the northern coast of King County.
The coastal bluffs in King County range up to 90 m in height.
Table 2 summarizes the types of materials present in the bluffs, and
shows the diversity of sediment size and texture.

Where wave erosion

is active against the more cohesive materials, a wave-cut platform
commonly is exposed, and the bluff morphology may be near-vertical or
a slope-over-wall configuration.
Most of the beaches in King County consist of a high-tide beach
and a low-tide terrace.

The high-tide beach is typically composed of

mixed sand and gravel, with a relatively steep face.

At an abrupt

change in slope begins the low-tide terrace, characterized by low slope
and composed of poorly sorted sand and silt.

Davies (1973, p. 109-113,

p. 119-123) notes this morphology as being typical of regions glaciated
during the Pleistocene.

Inman and Filloux (1960, p. 227) note that the

development and maintenance of this type of morphology is most common
in regions where the tidal range is large relative to predominant wave
height, exactly as is the case in the King County coastal area.
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TABLE 2.

Summary of stratigraphic units and material commonly
found in the coastal bluffs of King County (modified
from Waldron, 1962, 1967; Tubbs, 1975; and Washington
State Department of Ecology, 1979).

Recessional outwash—loose sand and
pebble- to cobble-size gravel, some
lenses of silt and clay.

Vashon Drift
of the
Fraser Glaciation
(Upper Pleistocene)

Lodgement til 1—unsorted concrete-like
mixture of sand and gravel including
some large boulders in a clayey silt
matrix. Commonly exposed as wave-cut
platform or near-vertical bluffs.
Advance outwash—loose sand and pebbleto cobble-size gravel, some lenses and
thin strata of silt and clay.
Esperance Sand Member—fine to medium
sand, locally includes beds of silt,
coarse sand, and pebble gravel.
Lawton Clay Member—cohesive consolidated silty clay, may be exposed as.
near-vertical foot of bluffs or wavecut platform.

Olympia Interglacial
(Upper Pleistocene)

Kitsap Formation—cohesive silt and
clay, some beds of silty sand and
gravel, locally beds of compact peat.
Exposed as near-vertical foot of
bluffs or wave-cut platform.

Older Glaciations
(Middle to Upper Pleistocene)

Undifferentiated drift—cohesive silt
and clay, till,medium to coarse sand,
pebble- to cobble-size gravel.

------------------------Unconformity —
Lower Miocene
Upper Oligocene

Blakeley Formatior>-well-cemented marine
siltstone with interbedded mudstone and
fine-grained sandstone (exposed only at
Alki Point).
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CLIMATIC SETTING

The climate in King County's coastal area, as in nearly all of the
Puget Sound region, is a mid-latitude, west-coast marine type character
ized by equable temperatures and a pronounced, though not well defined,
rainy season (Phillips, 1968, p. 4).

A major influence modifying the

regional climate, particularly in winter, is the Cascade Range, which
generally prevents cold, continental air masses from reaching western
Washington.

As a result, the mild winter temperatures generally preclude

ice from being an agent in shore-drift or other coastal processes along
Puget Sound.

The climatic factor that is of primary significance to

shore-drift is the directional frequency and speed of surface wind, since
this is the primary energy for wave generation.

To a lesser degree pre

cipitation is important, because this contributes to upland erosion and
fluvial transport and supply of sediment to the drift zone.

Winds
The surface wind flow over Puget Sound is primarily determined by
two factors:

1) seasonal changes in location and strength of the two

semipermanent pressure centers over the North Pacific Ocean; and 2) the
strong influence of mountain topography which, in the Puget Sound region,
is equally important to pressure gradients in determining wind direction
(Harris, 1954, p. 4).

The high terrains of significance are the Willapa

Hills, the Olympic Mountains, the mountains of Vancouver Island, and the
Cascade Range (Fig. 1).

The Olympic Mountains shield most of the Puget

Sound area from directly westerly surface winds.

To the north and south

of the Olympics are two low-level passages for surface winds entering
the Puget Sound area—the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the Chehalis Gap
(Fig. 1).
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The two pressure centers of

significance to wind patterns are the

East Pacific high pressure, and the Aleutian low pressure.

In winter

months (December-March) the low-pressure center dominates the North
Pacific and brings the annual high winds and precipitation to western
Washington.

Surface winds from the cyclonic (counterclockwise) circu

lation of the low-pressure systems reach the southern Puget Sound area
through the Chehalis Gap, and these winds approach and cross the King
County coastal area with a primarily south to southwesterly direction.
In this coastal area the maximum frequency of strongest southerly winds
generally occurs during December-January, then again in March (Harris,
1954, p. 30).

During winter months, northerly surface winds may occur

infrequently when the low-pressure systems track inland south of the
Puget Sound area, or even less frequently when continental high-pressure
systems cross the Cascade Range.
The Aleutian low pressure continues to dominate wind patterns in
the region during the spring months (April-May), but to a decreasing
degree.

During summer months (June-September), the high pressure is the

major influence over the North Pacific and the associated anticyclonic
(clockwise) circulation results in surface winds entering the Puget
Sound area over the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

In the coastal area of King

County northerly surface winds are common during these months, most fre
quently in September.

In autumn months (October-November) the northerly

winds rapidly diminish, there is the renewed approach of low-pressure
systems, and winds from the south to southwest.
These generalized annual wind patterns allow the year to be divided
into two major wind seasons of calm and storm.

Calm conditions dominate

during the four months of June through September, when surafce winds are
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largely the result of the East Pacific high pressure, and northerly winds
are common over the King County coastal area.

Storm conditions prevail

during the eight months of October through May, when the Aleutian low
pressure is the primary influence, and south
nate over coastal King County.

to southwest winds domi

These two wind seasons are not equal in

duration or magnitude; south to southwesterly winds are both the annual
prevailing wind (most frequent) and the annual predominant wind (greatest
speed).

The dominance of southwest and south-southwest surface winds is

demonstrated in the mean-annual wind rose for Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport (Fig. 3).

This rose represents the most recent synthesis of

long-term hourly observations at the station tabulated on 16 compass
points.

Although this wind rose cannot be applied directly to any sec

tion of the King County coast, the general trend is applicable to the
coastal area as a first approximation.

In general, for shore areas in

King County with equal fetch to either the northerly or southerly quad
rants, the waves generated by southerly winds will be the determining
factor in the direction of long-term net shore-drift.

Precipitation
The annual precipitation pattern in the Puget Sound region is domi
nated by a pronounced wet season, which is caused by and corresponds to
the influence of the Aleutian low-pressure center.

Over 80 percent of

the region's annual precipitation thus falls during the months of October
through May.
The distribution of mean-annual precipitation across the King
County coastal area reflects the path of the south to southwesterly
surface winds.

Maximum mean-annual precipitation occurs along the

N
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EXPLANATtON
Mean-annual
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than 4.8 kilometers
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Mean - annual wind speed (kilometers per hour)

FIGURE 3,

Wind rose for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport showing
mean-annual percent calm, directional frequency, and wind
speed for a 16-point compass during the ten year period
1949-1958.
(Modified from Pacific Northwest River Basin
Meteorology Committee, 1968, p. 300.)
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southwest and west coast of Vashon Island at 127 cm.

A precipitation

gradient exists toward the north-northeast with a minimum 76 cm meanannual precipitation near the King-Snohomish county line.

Most of the

county's coastal area receives between 76 and 102 cm mean-annual preci
pitation (Phillips, 1968, p. 10, 11).
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OCEANOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS

Two oceanographic parameters are of particular importance to net
shore-drift:

1) wind-generated waves; and 2) tidal characteristics.

The energy from wind-generated waves is the primary transport agent of
shore-drift, as well as being an agent of coastal erosion which contri
butes sediment to the shore-drift process.

Tidal characteristics are

significant because type and range of tide determines what percent of
time waves are expending energy on an intertidal zone, as opposed to
reaching the upper foreshore or coastal bluff.

For two coastal areas

similar in all respects except tide range, the area with the larger
tide range will generally have less coastal erosion (Rosen, 1977) and
a slower rate of net shore-drift.

Wind-generated Waves
The energy and direction of wind-generated waves is important for
shore-drift because this will determine the competence, rate, volume,
and direction of sediment transport.

In general, the energy of wind

generated waves will vary according to three variables:

1) wind speed;

2) wind duration; and 3) fetch—the distance over water the wind can
blow.

Any of these variables can be a limiting factor to maximum wave

energy.

Due to a crenulated shoreline and localized topographic effects,

Puget Sound wind-generated waves have fetch as a limiting factor.

Maxi

mum mid-channel fetch approaching the King County coastline is about
45 km for northerly winds approaching the north shore of Vashon Island.
For the county coastline in general, fetch is less than 15 km (Fig. 4).
Wave energy is related to wave height. The University of Washington
researchers have observed maximum waves in the Puget Sound main channel

FIGURE 4.

Selected examples of the longer fetches along the King County
coast. Scale provided for measurement of additional lines of
fetch.
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(between Vashon and Whidbey islands) at 1.2 m during "stronger" winter
storms (University of Washington, 1954, p. 28).

However, most Puget

Sound wave data are not from direct observations, but from calculations
dependent on local wind-records.
Harris (1954) calculated maximum predicted wave height in the Puget
Sound main channel from wind data observed at Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport, Tacoma, and Everett during the three-year period 1950-1952
(Fig. 4).

That these predicted wave heights are slightly higher than

observed aboard research vessels could be due to numerous factors, one
being that the standard wave equations do not include local variables
which may tend to restrict or dampen wave generation.
During the three-year period, southerly winds were of sufficient
speed and duration to generate predicted waves of 1.8 m height or greater
on 12 occasions during the months November through March.
predicted wave height for southerly winds was 2.7 m.

The maximum

For winds from the

northerly direction, wave heights of 1.8 m or greater were predicted on
5 occasions during December and January only, with a maximum predicted
height of 2.4 m (Harris, 1954, p. 50-53).

These calculations predict

that for the two wind directions over the Puget Sound main channel,
waves generated from southerly winds will have the greater wave height
and wave energy.

This prediction would be expected from examination of

the mean-annual wind rose (Fig. 3).

However, there are two significant

implications from these calculations applicable to King County shoredrift.

First, for shore areas with northerly exposure, the predicted

maximum wave energy is a winter (December-January) phenomenon.

Such

events likely correspond to the wind patterns described earlier when
low pressure systems occasionally track inland south of the Puget Sound
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area, or when continental air masses cross the Cascade Range.

Second,

along the maximum fetch in the Puget Sound main channel, the more fre
quent and higher energy waves generated by southerly winds will not be
directed to any shore area in King County, but instead approach the
south coast of Whidbey Island, Island County (Fig. 4).

Northerly waves

in the main channel of Puget Sound are predictably less frequent and of
lower maximum wave height, but due to fetch, they correspond to the maxi
mum potential wave energy directed to the King County coast.
intercept the north shore of Vashon Island.

These waves

Evidence of the wave energy

expended on this shore is a wave-straightened coast and a broad wave-cut
platform both significantly greater in overall extent than similar
features elsewhere in King County.

Tides
Tidal data for all of King County's coastline is referenced to the
primary station located at the state-ferry terminal on Seattle's water
front.

The Seattle tide is classified as a mixed tide with two high and

two low waters each day, with successive high and low waters having a
large inequality.

The tide parameters for the Seattle station are sum

marized in Table 3.

Though the Seattle station low-water level is

applicable to all marine areas in King County, there is a height difference
for high-water levels north and south of Seattle.

As the tide wave moves

into Puget Sound it becomes more restricted in lateral movement and
develops a larger tide range the farther inland the wave travels.

As a

result, the northernmost shoreline of King County has high-water levels
slightly lower than the Seattle station, and the southern county shore
line slightly higher.

The maximum height difference occurs in inner
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TABLE 3.

Tide parameters for the reference tide station at Seattle.
(From National Ocean Survey, 1981, p. 174, and U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers, 1980, p. 93)

Height in Meters
above or below (-)
Mean Lower Low Water
Highest tide:

December 15, 1977

4.5

Mean Higher High Water (MHHW)

3.4

Mean High Water (MHW)

3.2

Mean Tide Level

2.0

Mean Sea Level (MSL)

1.9

Mean Low Water (MLW)

0.9

Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW)

0.0

Lowest Tide:

June 20, 1951

- 1.4

-

1
Mean
tide
range
2.3

-

1

Quartermaster Harbor, where high-water levels are 0.18 m higher at the
Seattle station (National Ocean Survey, 1981, p. 174).
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PRINCIPLES AND FIELD METHODS

Dynamics of Shore-drift
Early literature on coastal geomorphology often discussed "tidal
currents" as being the principal transport agent in the lateral move
ment of beach material.

This concept is still widely accepted by many

non-technical persons.

In the science of coastal geology, however, it

is now recognized that in the nearshore zone waves and wave-driven
currents are the main transporting agent (Zenkovitch, 1967, p. 315;
King, 1972, p. 294; Bird, 1978, p. 88).
If waves approach the shore perpendicularly, they have little to
no influence in moving beach material parallel to the shore.

If waves

approach the shore at an angle, they will be refracted toward the shore
when reaching shallow water.

As a result of wave refraction a nearshore

current, called a longshore current, develops parallel to the shore.
Bottom sediment that is disturbed by the onshore and offshore motion of
waves can be moved by the longshore current.

This nearshore transport

process is called longshore drift (Fig. 5).
As the waves break and surge forward, they produce a turbulent to
laminar flow, called swash, which crosses the shoreline at an angle and
expends it energy across the beach face.

This flow, when it returns

down the beach face under the influence of gravity, is called backwash.
Ideally, the path of a sand grain responding to this flow will be a
series of asymmetric arched trajectories, while coarser particles may
tend to have a more angular path.

Sediment can be transported laterally

along the beach face by this swash-backwash process, which is called
beach drift (Fig. 5).
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SHORE
DRIFT

FIGURE 5.

Schematic diagram illustrating the process of shoredrift. The dynamics are discussed in text.
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The combined transport processes of longshore drift and beach drift
are called shore-drift (Schwartz, 1982, in press) (Fig. 5).

In other

literature the combined process is also referred to as "longshore drift"
(Bird, 1978, p. 89), "littoral drift" (Ingle, 1966, p. 9), and "longshore
transport" (King, 1972, p, 292).
The direction of wave approach and the resulting shore-drift may
change frequently (e.g. daily, weekly, seasonally), transporting sediment
in one direction and then the other.

Over the long-term, one of the

two parallel directions along the coast may be the direction of net
shore-drift, that is, the direction of greater volume of sediment trans
port.

This net transport-direction may represent the result of infrequent

high energy storm waves.

Concept of a Drift Cell
An important concept in the mapping of net shore-drift is that of
a zone or compartment along the coast which acts as a nearly closed
system with respect to the supply, transport, and deposition of beach
material.

Such a coastal compartment is referred to here as a drift

cell; but other acceptable terms are drift sector, littoral drift cell,
coastal cell, or various combinations of these words.

The drift cell

is a concept that has been used in numerous studies of sediment budget
along the coast, and it has been advanced by Davies (1974) as a funda
mental tool in coastal geomorphology.
The limits of drift cells are broad zones along the coast which
may shift position slightly on a short-term basis due to changes in the
direction or energy of wind generated waves.

The limits may also be

changed by artificial modification such as man-made coastal structures
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that block shore-drift.

During the evolution of a coast, as it is

modified by erosion and deposition, the limits of drift cells may change
accordingly.
The beginning of drift cells are zones of long-term erosion of beach
materials.

Often two drift cells have a common origin, with the direc

tion of net shore-drift divergent to either side of a coastal protrusion.
Along more linear stretches, net shore-drift may diverge from a zone of
equal influence from two principal fetch directions.

Different drift

cells may be of various lengths along the coast, their lengths controlled
by fetch, shoreline orientation, and man-made structures.

Through the

length there is a continuity in the trend of sediment transport.

There

may be zones of deposition within the drift cell, but if the trend of
sediment transport continues beyond such zones, the integrity of the
drift cell is maintained.

The terminus of a drift cell is a zone that

marks the end of the continued transport trend, and often corresponds to
an accretionary feature, for example, a cuspate spit or a bayhead beach.

Indicators of Net Shore-drift
The direction of net shore-drift can be determined by several
methods including monitoring the movement of artificially introduced
tracer grains (Ingle, 1966), or calculating transport from known wave
conditions (Komar and Inman, 1970).

There is now a growing body of

literature that supports the use of geomorphic and sedimentologic
indicators to determine the long-term direction of net shore-drift
(Hunter and others, 1979; Keuler, 1980; Jacobsen and Schwartz, 1981),
and such a technique is the most reliable for a crenulated and embayed
coast such as that along Puget Sound.

The technique relies more heavily
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on a field-oriented investigation rather than a theoretical approach.
No one indicator, by itself, is relied on to determine net shore-drift
direction; rather, many indicators are used to support and reinforce
the drift interpretation.

The following is a description of the net

shore-drift indicators used in this study of the King County coast.

Spits:

Spits are depositional features built along the shore, often
where the shore has an abrupt change in orientation.

In the

past these coastal features were interpeted as a result of
tidal currents (Gulliver, 1895, p. 411-417), but it is now
recognized that they are shaped by wave action, and spits
are oriented in the direction of net shore-drift (Bird, 1978,
p. 108).

However, refraction of waves around the distal end

of the spit may cause an opposite drift direction on the
spit's inner shore.

In addition, the shore behind, and down-

drift of, the spit may have an opposite drift direction
resulting from the spit producing a wave shadow effect and the
principal wave exposure from the opposing fetch (Hunter and
others, 1979, p. 3).
Cuspate spits:

This type of spit has a distinctive arrowhead shape in

plan view (Zenkovitch, 1959, p. 269).

The plan view geometry

of a cuspate spit can be a useful indicator in determining the
direction of net shore-drift.

If symmetrical, sediment trans

port usually is along the two shores directed toward the spit
apex, and the spit marks a convergence of net shore-drift
(Bird, 1978, p. 115).

If asymmetric, net shore-drift can be

unidirectional continuing around the spit (Hunter and others,
1979, p. 3).
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Offset at stream mouths:

It has been recognized for many years that

stream mouths tend to be deflected in a downdrift direction
(Gulliver, 1895, p. 406).

The reason for such a deflection,

as summarized by Hunter and others (1979, p. 3) is (1) the
halting of shore-drift as the sediment reaches the deeper
water of the channel, (2) the consequent tendency for the
channel to be filled on the updrift side, (3) the diversion
of the stream flow to the downdrift side, and finally, (4)
the erosion of the downdrift side of the channel.
Offset at groins and drift obstructions:

Groins are man-made structures

placed perpendicularly across the beach face to slow or prevent
beach erosion.

The structure acts as a "dam" to beach drift,

accumulating beach material on the updrift side and causing
erosion of beach material on the downdrift side.

As a result,

the beach profile will be higher and wider on the updrift side,
and lower and narrower on the downdrift side.

Any object,

artificial or natural, large enough or secure enough can act
in a similar fashion when positioned more or less perpendicular
to the shore (Jacobsen and Schwartz, 1981, p. 40-41).

Such an

obstruction may also act as a sediment filter, trapping larger
size sediments, and allowing only the smaller-grained material
to pass downdrift.
Oblique bars:

Oblique bars are ridges of sand, or mixed sand-and-gravel,

positioned obliquely to the shore in the intertidal or shallow
subtidal zone.

They are the result of wave action, and their

oblique angle with the shore is in the downdrift direction
(Guilcher, 1974).

Explained in another way, the oblique bars
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are oriented perpendicular to the principal wave approach.
They can thus be used to interpret direction of shore-drift,
but only extensive bar sets are reliable as indicators of
long-term net shore-drift (Hunter and others, 1979, p. 3).
Beach width:

In the study of shore-drift in the northern Puget Sound

region, Keuler (1979, p. 81-82) observed a downdrift trend
in the width of the high-tide beach.

At the beginning of a

drift cell, an erosional zone, there is often a very narrow
beach, or no beach at all, above the mean higher-high water
line.

In the downdrift direction a greater wedge of beach

material is present, displacing the mean higher-high water
line seaward, and the backshore widens.

This downdrift trend

of beach width proved to be a useful tool in the present
drift cell mapping in King County.
Bluff morphology:

In the Puget Sound region there is often a trend in

coastal-bluff morphology related to location along the drift
cell.

The trend was first reported by Keuler (1979, p. 82-87)

for Skagit County (Fig. 1). and is best observed if bluff
material and height are relatively uniform through the drift
cell.

Since the backshore is least developed at the beginning

of the drift cell, wave attack may continually undercut the
coastal bluffs and maintain a near-vertical, unvegetated expo
sure.

In the downdrift direction, the beach widens and provides

greater protection of the coastal bluffs from wave attack.
As a result, the bluffs have a more subdued profile, influenced
mostly by subaerial processes, and will tend to be more densely
vegetated.
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Beach slope:

The literature that discusses beach slope usually notes

that slope is related to particle size, which influences
permeability (Bascom, 1951, p. 874; Shepard, 1963, p. 127).
In general, finer-grained beaches have a lower permeability
and lower beach slope.

Thus beach slope should decrease in

a downdrift direction.

The trend along Puget Sound beaches,

and for most high-latitude glaciated coasts, is a modification
of this pattern (Keuler, 1979, p. 90-92).

The beginning of

Puget Sound drift cells have the coarsest beach sediments,
usually a coarse lag deposit over a wave-cut platform.

This

is a long-term e'8[r;sional zone, and beach material is at a
minimum as a veneer on the abrasion surface.

Thus at the

beginning of drift cells, beach slope closely resembles the
low slope of the wave-cut platform.

In a downdrift direction

there is a greater wedge of sediment over the platform, and
as a result, the mean beach slope increases.
Identifiable sediment:

If there is a point source for a distinct beach

sediment, then the distribution of that sediment along the beach
face can be used as a drift indicator.

The sediment can be

natural or artificial (such as demolition waste or fill material).
The principle is the same as that used in the short-term drift
studies that rely on artificial introduction of a tracer
material (Bird, 1978, p. 92-95).

However, to assure interpre

tation of a net shore-drift direction, it is best to rely on
a long-term point source.
Gradation in mean sediment size:

A decrease in mean sediment size in

the direction of net shore-drift is a phenomenon long recognized
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(Bird, 1973, p. 105; Davies, 1973, p. 128).
result from various conditions.

The process can

For example, the direction

of net shore-drift may be a direction of decreasing wave energy,
such as resulting from wave refraction around a headland (King,
1972, p. 311).

Sediment also may be sorted by the frequency

and magnitude of waves.

The more frequent low-energy waves can

transport the finer sediments, while larger grains are dependent
on the less frequent higher-energy waves (Self, 1977).

Or in

special cases, the gradation in sediment size may result from
the wearing, attrition and selective sorting of the beach sedi
ment (Bird, 1978, p. 106).

Ideal gradation in sediment size

is often not observed on Puget Sound beaches because there is
commonly an input of poorly sorted glacial material through
the length of the drift cell.

Also, the crenulated shoreline

may cause one section of a drift cell to be more exposed to
higher wave-energy waves, resulting in a beach of coarser
material than that which is present in an updrift direction.
The overall trend generally observed is one of a coarse grained
beach at the origin of drift cell and finer grained at the
terminus.

When combined with other drift indicators, sediment-

size gradation is a useful long-term indicator of net shoredrift.
Plan view of deltas and intertidal fans:

A geomorphic indicator not

discussed in previous studies of Puget Sound shore-drift is
the plan view of deltas and intertidal fans.

In this study of

King County's coast it was observed that these stream mouth
depositional features would act as an obstacle to net shore-
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drift in a fashion similar to groins.

Rather than being

symmetrical in plan view, these features are often geometrically
modified by drifting sediment.

The updrift side of a delta or

fan commonly has a broader, prograded foreshore that tapers in
an updrift direction.
rounded or blunt.

The downdrift side is narrower and more

These field observations are in agreement

with theoretical work by Komar (1973, p. 2224), who used com
puter models and demonstrated that shore-drift can significantly
modify the geometry.of deltas.

At numerous sites this asymmetry

proved to be a useful indicator of net shore-drift direction.
It is a feature that can be viewed on the ground for smaller
streams; for larger streams it is readily apparent on air photos
taken at low tide, or often in the nearshore bathymetric con
tours on maps and charts.

A prominent example of an asymmetric

intertidal fan is located about 2-2.3 km southeast of Three
Tree Point (Fig. 2).

A photograph of a smaller intertidal fan

with shore-drift accretion is included in the subsequent dis
cussion of the King County North Mainland (Fig. 9).

Field Procedures
The observation of the geomorphic and sedimentologic drift indicators
outlined here was accomplished by a walking survey of the county's coast.
Observations were recorded in a field notebook, and photographs taken for
future reference or documentation.

All field observations were made

between June and September, 1981, during 8-12 days of each month corre
lating with spring tides.

Since summer months in the Puget Sound region

have spring tide lower-low water occurring during daylight hours, this
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field schedule had the advantage of observations at or below zero tide
stage.

This factor provided maximum intertidal exposure and assured

transit along the beach.
stage of +1.5 m or higher.

No drift directions were determined at tide
Determination of net shore-drift direction

was supported by analysis of aerial photographs and historical maps
that include former geomorphic indicators presently obliterated by
urban coastal development.
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PREFACE TO THE NET SHORE-DRIFT DISCUSSION

For the purpose of organizing the net shore-drift discussion, it
was desirable to divide the county's coastal area into sub-areas, or
divisions.

These divisions are somewhat arbitrary, but within each

there is a common factor such as geographic distinction, major influence
of a principal wave direction, or a shared drift terminus.

The boun

daries between divisions occur either at zones of drift divergence or
zones of no appreciable net shore-drift.

A total of eight divisions

were designated and these areas are shown in Figure 6.

The names and

geographic limits given to these divisions are unique to this report,
and do not necessarily correspond to names commonly used for coastal
areas in King County.
The text is organized according to subheadings of major geographic
stretches along the coast.

For each drift cell there is a description

of the geomorphic and sedimentologic indicators that provide evidence
for the origin of the drift cell, the direction of net shore-drift, and
the location of the drift cell terminus.
The text for each of the eight divisions is accompanied by a map
that shows the drift cells and the direction of net shore-drift.
maps are all drawn at a scale of 1:80,000.

These

Where an area required a

larger scale, an inset enlargement has been drawn at 1:24,000.

In a

pocket at the end of the report is a map sheet showing the entire King
County coastal area at 1:100,000 scale and the corresponding net shoredrift.

The symbols used on all of these net shore-drift maps are shown

in Figure 7.

North Mainland

N

West Point /
Elliott Bay

East
Vashon

Central
Mainland
West
Vashon

South
Mainland

Quartermaster
Harbor

FIGURE 6.

10

Outer Maury
KILOMETERS

Map showing the eight divisions of the King County coast
used in the discussion of net shore-drift.
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Zone of net shore-drift divergence.
This is an erosional zone from which
sediment is supplied to diverging
drift cells.

Direction and length of net shoredrift. The line begins at the initial
indication of a net shore-drift
direction. The arrowhead is posi
tioned at or near the drift cell
terminus.

na nsd

FIGURE 7.

Acronym for a zone of "no appreciable
net shore-drift".

Explanation of symbols used on the maps showing drift
cells and directions of net shore-drift.
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When using these maps, five major qualifications should be recognized:
1)

The maps show the direction of long-term net shore-drift, not

seasonal shore-drift.

Short-term reversals of drift direction may occur

with sediment moving in a direction opposite to that indicated.
2)

The beginning and end of drift cells are usually broad zones,

and only in some special cases can definite boundaries be applied to
these areas.
systems.

In a similar sense, drift cells are not absolute, closed

Short-term wave conditions can transport sediment across a

drift divergence and into an opposing drift cell.

Or, at a drift con

vergence such as a spit, sediment can be transported back and forth
around the point as wave conditions dictate.
3)

Not all sediment supplied to a drift cell is necessarily trans

ported to the drift cell terminus.

There is, ideally, sorting of sedi

ment shown by decreasing size in a downdrift direction, but the finergrained beach material may be retained at prograded beaches that are
intermediate in the drift cell.
4)

The volume and rate of sediment transport in different drift

cells can vary substantially, depending on sediment supply and wave
energy.

Quantifying these factors was not an objective of this inves

tigation.
5)

The drift patterns shown on the maps and described in the text
«

are applicable to the King County coast as of 1982.

The pattern of net

shore-drift can be rapidly and dramatically changed by constructing
obstacles to shore-drift such as filled piers, or positioning structures
such as floating breakwaters that can modify nearshore wave patterns.
A supplementary part of the drift discussion is a comparison of
present-day and predevelopment shore-drift patterns, or mention of former
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geomorphic drift indicators that have been eliminated by urban develop
ment.

This historical information was obtained from hydrographic and

topographic maps made by the former U. S. Coast Survey, later called
the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, and presently the National Ocean
Survey.

Copies of these historical maps were obtained from the National

Ocean Survey archives in Rockville, Maryland.

Historical maps made by

the U. S. Geological Survey are also referenced, with copies obtained
from the U. S. Geological Survey, Puget Sound Earth Sciences Applications
Project, Seattle.
For illustrations in this report the historical mapping has been
redrafted at 1:24,000 scale, unless otherwise noted.

Any necessary

scale adjustments were accomplished using a Bausch and Lomb Zoom Trans
fer Scope and the scale matching techniques described by Bortleson and
others (1980, sheet 1).

NORTH MAINLAND
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NORTH MAINLAND
The North Mainland division of King County's coast has a northern
1

limit at the King-Snohomish county line, and a southern limit at a pro
minent drift divergence zone on the south shore of Shilshole Bay (Fig.
8).

This coastal division includes the shore on each side of the salt

water approach to the H. M. Chittenden Locks.
King-Snohomish cdunty line to Meadow Point
This stretch of coast is unique in King County, having a coastline
dominated by a fitted-stone seawall built into the upper foreshore.

This

structure was built between 1889 and 1891 by a subsidiary of the Great
Northern Railroad to support and protect backfill and overlying ballast
for two parallel railroad tracks.

The seawall generally reaches a height

of 4-4.5 m above mean high water.

Between the county line and Meadow

Point, mean higher-high water intercepts this seawall for approximately
70 percent of the distance, and therefore at this or higher tides exposed
beach along this stretch is limited.
The seawall has significantly modified the local coastal processes,
primarily due to the absolute defense of the coastal bluffs from wave
attack and elimination of wave attack as a source of beach sediment.

The

major present-day source of sediment to the shore area is a series of
intermittent and perennial streams that drain the upland and have access
to the shore through culverts below the track fill.

The two major streams,

Boeing Creek and Pipers Creek (Fig. 8), descend to the coast in prominent
ravines which drain areas of unconsolidated glacial sediments, particularly
the Esperance Sand.

The sediment transported by these streams has

built large intertidal fans and contributed sand and fine gravel for
shore-drift.

Several of these intertidal fans act as drift obstruc-

FIGURE 8.

Map showing the North Mainland division of King County with
drift cells and directions of net shore-drift.
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tions, accumulating broad intertidal beaches on the updrift side (Fig. 9).
Much of the coast between the county line and Meadow Point is exposed
to both southwesterly and northwesterly waves, and depending on short-term
wave conditions reversals in direction of shore-drift may be observed.
However, based on long-term geomorphic indicators,

this coastal stretch

consists of two drift cells having a broad 2one of drift divergence cen
tered on a rounded protrusion of the coast about 1.1 km north of the
Pipers Creek intertidal fan (Fig. 8).

The zone of drift divergence

includes a narrow wave-cut platform with a veneer of small boulders and
cobbles.

The zone lacks any high-tide beach, and the seawall precludes

the coastal bluffs from being a source of wave-induced sediment supply.
Due to the absence of such sediment supply, it might be expected that
the local foreshore would be stripped of all but the coarsest lag.
However, a limited amount of finer sediments (pebbles, granules, sand)
clearly indicates that short-term reversals transport sediment into this
zone of net divergence.
North of the drift divergence, net shore-drift is toward the north,
driven by the local prevailing and predominant south to southwest wind
generated waves.

Initial evidence for this net-drift direction is a

northward fining of sediment and about 1.6 km north of the divergence a
fall of seawall stone across the foreshore has blocked drifting sand,
granules, and pebbles, producing a higher and wider beach on the south
side.

Similarly, on the south side of the intertidal fan at Boeing Creek

a boulder groin has accumulated sand and granules, producing a 0.5-1.0 m
higher beach profile on its south side.
Northward from the intertidal fan at Boeing Creek, net shore-drift
is uninterrupted toward the asymmetric shoreline protrusion at Richmond
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FIGURE 9.

View along the railroad right-of-way and seawall that
dominates most of the county's northern coast. This
view is toward the southwest from 1.3 km southwest of
Pipers Creek. In the middle distance a stream has built
an intertidal fan which inhibits net shore-drift resulting
in a broad prograded beach on the updrift (north) side.
(Photo taken July 11, 1981; tide +2.4 m.)
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Beach County Park (Fig. 8).

Small streams at the south and north end of

this park's beach are both deflected northward, and there is a pronounced
increase in width of the backshore from south to north.
shaped shoreform is a curious feature.

This wedge-

It includes a large "dune" rising

up to 7 m above the nearby shore; and, although it resembles a prograded
beach, there is no apparent reason for a zone of deposition along this
generally linear coast.

Historical maps dated 1874 and 1897 show this

area as having a straight shoreline without this coastal feature (U. S.
Coast Survey, 1874; U. S. Geological Survey, 1897).

It owes its origin

largely to human activity, being located seaward of a 1900-1920 sand and
gravel quarry, and mostly formed from sediments pushed or dumped seaward
during mining or transhipment (Eksten, 1972, p. 6).

Similar shoreline

protrusions are present near sand and gravel quarries on the east shore
of Maury Island.

The feature was probably lobate in form originally, but

it has acted as a large obstacle to net shore-drift and has accumulated
the tapering prograded beach on the southerly updrift side.
Net shore-drift continues north past the county park and is indi
cated by a prograded beach against the south-facing shore defenses of
residences at Richmond Beach.

The coastal promontory at Richmond Beach

has a plan view similar to that of the county park to the south, but this
is a glacially derived feature consisting of till.

On the northwest end

of this promontory the intertidal zone has a sand and gravel spit
developed toward the north, indicating continued northward net shoredrift, which continues north to the King-Snohomish county line.

The

small embayment at the county line historically extended up to 75 m
farther inland (U. S. Coast Survey, 1874), but the inner embayment has
been filled landward of the railroad right-of-way.
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Net shore-drift continues northward past the King-Snohomish county
line, and at least as far as Point Wells (Fig. 8).

This point has been

superficially modified for a major fuel-storage facilty, but in map view
resembles the large depositional shoreform, or "cape", shown on historical
maps (U. S. Coast Survey, 1874).

The origin of Point Wells is uncertain,

but it has not resulted from the convergence of net shore-drift.

As dis

cussed in subsequent sections, it is not uncommon along the east shore
of the main channel of Puget Sound for southerly waves to produce a
northerly net shore-drift around points or headlands.

Net shore-drift

continuing around Point Wells is indicated by the asymmetry of the point
and northward offset of two streams on the point's northeast shore.
North of Point Wells, the intertidal channels of Deer Creek are offset
northward.

From there shore-drift toward the north is uninterrupted

for 1.7 km to a large, prograding beach against the south-facing seawall
of a marina near Edwards Point.

This structure was built in the late

1950's and since that time has been an artificial terminus for the drift
cell of northern King County.

Whether or not net shore-drift can bypass

the marina structure was not determined in this study.
The more southerly drift cell between the King-Snohomish county
line and Meadow Point begins at the drift divergence zone north of Pipers
Creek.

Net shore-drift toward the south is in response to the more

favorable fetch and shoreline orientation to waves from the north or
northwest.
Mean sediment size decreases southward from the divergence, and at
the small prograded beach at Pipers Creek (Fig. 8), the sediment is a
mixture of cobbles and pebbles on the north shore, mixed sand and pebbles
on the south.

From the culvert outfall the discharge of the creek
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is deflected southward across the intertidal fan.

This deflection is

shown on the most recent 1:24,000-scale mapping (U. S. Geological Survey,
1949, photorevised, 1969), and historical maps that predate construction
of the railroad show a backshore stream offset of approximately 100 m
toward the south (U. S. Coast Survey, 1874).

South of Pipers Creek the

intertidal fans of small streams have accumulated sand and pebbles on
the more northerly side, resulting in several horizontal and vertical
offsets of the beach profile.

About 2 km south of Pipers Creek, the

ruins of a structure on the lower foreshore have been a major obstacle
to southerly drift, producing a prominent offset of the mean high-water
shoreline.

At the rounded headland inmediately north of Meadow Point,

a cobble- and boulder-strewn platform corresponds to a zone of higher
wave energy due to a pronounced exposure to a northwest fetch.

Net

shore-drift is south around this headland and directed to Meadow Point,
the drift cell terminus.
Meadow Point - East Shilshole Bay
Meadow Point is a large prograded beach, artificially modified in
its central area for park facilities, but having a near-natural shore,
with minor dune development on the north side.

The southern shore of

the point is the terminus of the drift cell originating north of Pipers
Creek.

Sediment grading around Meadow Point is mixed sand-to-pebbles

on the north shore, a cobble lag armoring the western-most point, then
a south shore with mixed sand, granules, and pebbles fining toward the
southeast.

At the extreme southeast extent, the high-tide beach is well-

sorted medium sand, and a broad low-tide terrace is composed of fine sand,
muddy sand, and incorporated organic matter producing H2S gas.

Most
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shore-drift terminates against a riprap-defended parking area.

Some sand

and granules continue a short distance south and terminates against the
north-facing riprap and jetty adjacent to the north channel entrance of
the Shilshole Bay Moorage.

Sediment accumulation near this channel

entrance may be a concern in the future, especially if, for some unfore
seen reason, the volume of net shore-drift significantly increases.

At

present, the proximity of this drift cell terminus is not reducing the
channel depths (Port of Seattle, September, 1981, personal communication).
Mapping that predates urban development along the east shore of
Shilshole Bay suggests that prior to construction of the Shilshole Bay
Moorage the southeast shore of Meadow Point may not have been a drift
cell terminus.

1867 mapping of Meadow Point shows an accretion shore-

form with a north shore entrance to a central marsh area (Fig. 10).
This marsh entrance may have been a short-term breach, with southward
net shore-drift continuing around Meadow Point to a drift cell terminus
at a spit built into the entrance to Salmon Bay.

Alternatively, there

may have been a drift divergence along the east shore of Shilshole Bay,
with southerly net shore-drift terminating at the Salmon Bay spit and
northerly net shore-drift terminating at Meadow Point (Fig. 10).

The

influence of southwesterly waves in Shilshole Bay is indicated by the
wave damage to small craft and marine facilities inside the south entrance
of the Shilshole Bay Moorage during certain winter storms.

The vulner

ability to this wave attack has warranted present studies to modify the
configuration of the breakwater at its southern end (Port of Seattle
Planning and Research Department, 1981, Appendix E, p. 3-5).
The marina facilities at Shilshole Bay were completed in 1961.
Whatever the pattern of net shore-drift at Shilshole Bay prior to this
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FIGURE 10.

Comparison of historical and present-day shoreline and net
shore-drift between Meadow Point and the entrance of Salmon
Bay. (Historical shoreline from U. S. Coast Survey, 1867.)
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urban development, since 1961 the marina facility has significantly modi
fied wave patterns in the area and produced an artificial terminus to
net shore-drift approaching Meadow Point from the north.
Approach to the H. M. Chittenden Locks
Historically, Salmon Bay (Fig. 10) was a tidal inlet that extended
2.3 km to the southeast of the present-day H. M. Chittenden Locks.

This

dam and lock facility was constructed between 1911-1916 under direction
of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

With completion, this facility

formed an eastern limit to marine processes, and led to the transforma
tion of inner Salmon Bay to a freshwater embayment.
At the marine approach to the H. M. Chittenden Locks, the shore
immediately south of the Shilshole Bay Moorage has had recent and ongoing
shoreline modification to preclude any long-term drift indicators.

About

0.5 km to the south, residential properties have a series of groins with
sediment accumulated on the northwest side indicating southerly net shoredrift.

The sediment source for shore-drift has probably been the reworking

of fill material from the north.

One groin (5701 Seaview Ave. N.W.) has

produced a north side beach profile vertical offset of 1.5 m, with accumu
lated pebble- and cobble-size sediment, indicating the high wave energy
that may be directed into this embayed area.

The transport capacity

rapidly diminishes, however, and about 200 m in a downdrift direction
only sand is transported.

The lack of any depositional feature suggests

that as the shore turns eastward, sediment is lost into the dredged navi
gational channel.

From about 200-300 m west of a railroad bridge, and

east to the lock facilities, there is no appreciable net shore-drift on
the north shore.
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On the south shore of this inlet is a drift cell with easterly
transport that originates at a prominent drift divergence on the north
shore of Seattle's Magnolia District (Fig. 8).

Northerly waves that

impinge on this north shore in part produce a net shore-drift eastward.
Historically a small spit was the shore-drift terminus into Salmon Bay
(Fig. 10).

At present, sand, granules and pebbles are transported south

and east along the shore, accumulating on the north or west sides of
residential groins.

Eastward shore-drift is considerably retarded by

the south buttress of a railroad bridge, which causes a sand and granule
accretion to form against the buttress' west face.
passes the buttress

Sediment that by

reaches a drift cell terminus against the visitors'

walkway on the south shore of the lock facilities.

WEST POINT /
ELLIOTT BAY
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WEST POINT - ELLIOTT BAY
The West Point-Elliott Bay division of King County's coast has a
northern limit on the north shore of Seattle's Magnolia District, con
tinues south around Elliott Bay, with a southern limit of 1.2 km south
east of Duwamish Head (Fig. 11).

This coastal stretch has a total of

three drift cells and includes the major coastal area in King County
where there is no appreciable net shore-drift.
Northwest Magnolia
Net shore-drift along the northwest shore of Seattle's Magnolia
District is in response to northerly waves and a maximum northerly
fetch of approximately 36 km (Fig. 4).

The drift cell originates at

a prominent zone of drift divergence on the north shore of Magnolia
(Fig. 11).

This zone has a broad exposure of a wave-cut platform across

till with active wave erosion of a near-vertical 25 to 30 m till bluff.
Toward the west the bluff is mostly artifically defended for resi
dential property, and this defense continues westward to the north-shore
boundary of Discovery Park.

Sediment size generally fines along this

defended distance, with renewed bluff erosion and beach sediment input
along the park's north shore.

About 250 m west of the park boundary

sediment accumulates against the east (updrift) side of riprap-defended
landfill protruding onto the foreshore.

About 200 m farther west, the

shore has an abrupt change in orientation toward the south, resulting
in a drift-aligned intertidal spit projecting offshore in a southwesterly
direction.

New shore-drift of mixed sand and gravel continues southerly

along a narrow intertidal beach at the base of the riprap.

Sediment

fines and is better sorted toward the drift cell terminus at West Point.
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FIGURE n.

Map showing the West Point-Elliott Bay division of King
County with drift cells and directions of net shore-drift.
Acronym "nansd" indicates no appreciable net shore-drift.
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About 350-400 m east of the point the north shore is sand and fine gravel
Nearer the point the shore has been artificially modified with coarser
beach sediment (see section on West Point).
Southwest Magnolia
The drift cell along the southwest shore of Magnolia differs from
its northwest counterpart in having coastal bluffs dominated not by till,
but by the Lawton Clay and Esperance Sand members.

Sediment supply from

the Esperance Sand has resulted in an abundance of sand on the high-tide
beach and a broad sandy low-tide terrace.
The drift cell origin is at the southern-most protrusion of Magnolia
about 0.5 km west of the Port of Seattle Pier 91 (Fig. 11).

This zone

of drift divergence has an exposed wave-cut platform across clay, with
a cobble and boulder lag.

Shoreline defense structures are in ruins

(summer, 1981), and wave-induced bluff erosion is supplying mixed sand
and gravel for shore-drift.

From the zone of drift divergence, westerly

net shore-drift is indicated by a decrease in mean sediment size and
accumulation of sediment on the east side of groins and other drift
obstructions.

A prominent drift accumulation occurs on the east side

of riprap defense for a storm-sewer outfall built across the foreshore
at the foot of 32nd Avenue West (Fig. 11).

The structure produces a 1

to 1.5 m vertical offset of the beach profile, higher on the east
(updrift) side.

It also acts as an effective sediment filter, trapping

cobbles and pebbles on the east, and allowing bypass of sand and granules
This drift indicator is significant, because it is clear evidence for a
zone of drift divergence east of this site and not along the wavestraightened coast of southwest Magnolia (Fig. 11).

About 0.5 km west
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of this structure there is the beginning of continuous shore defense with
riprap and seawall that extends to the Discovery Park south-shore boundary.
This defended coastal stretch has historically been an area of major
landslides stratigraphically influenced by the Esperance Sand superim
posed on the less permeable Lawton Clay (Tubbs, 1975, p. 79-80).

Such

landslides have certainly been a major soured of sediment to this drift
cell in the recent geologic past.

Locally, the shoreline defense struc

tures follow a scalloped pattern as they curve around the toe of past
slides.

Protruding bulkheads and groins have produced sediment accumu

lation which indicates continued north and west net shore-drift along
this stretch.

Within the park boundary, undefended bluffs supply sedi

ment to the beach, with net shore-drift westward to the drift cell
terminus at West Point.

The south shore of West Point has been arti

ficially modified with sand and gravel for recreation and shore defense.
West Point
West Point is a large prograded beach, developed from the convergence
of net shore-drift from the northwest and southwest shore of Magnolia.
This is the largest shore-drift accretion in King County, with an area
2

above mean-highwater approximately equal to 2 km .

West Point was des

cribed in the geological literature as early as 1895 as a type example
of a "cuspate foreland" formed by tidal currents (Gulliver, 1895, p.
411-417).

It is now accepted that wave action and resulting shore-

drift is the process primarily responsible for such coastal features
(Bird, 1978, p. 108, 114), and West Point is more appropriately identi
fied as a symmetrical cuspate spit.
In its unmodified condition the spit consisted of two converging
limbs that enclosed a central marsh area (Fig. 12).

The outlet of this

FIGURE 12.

Comparison of the predevelopment and present-day shoreline
of West Point. (Historical shoreline from U. S. Coast
Survey, 1867.)

FIGURE 13.

Aerial view of West Point looking northeast during initial
phase of dismantling the riprap-defended sludge lagoon.
(Photo by Ralph Keuler, U. S. Geological Survey, March,
1981; tide approximately +2 m.)
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marsh was on the north side of the spit at a position that is presently
the east limit of southerly waves and shore-drift refracting around the
point.

Figure 12 shows that West Point in its unmodified state was an

accretion feature with shoreline drift-aligned to a steep, wavemaintained bluff along the southeast shore.
West Point has had various artificial modifications.

Where the

central marsh area once was, there is presently a sewage treatment plant.
Much of the northeast shore has been filled and defended with riprap.
And between 1966 and 1981, a large riprap-defended sludge lagoon existed
on the south shore.

The most recent-artificial modification has been the

removal of this riprap structure (Fig. 13) and the importing of sand and
gravel to develop a broad beach area along the entire south shore, con
tinuing around to the immediate north side of the point.

This work was

completed between March and June, 1981 (Fig. 14).
The beach "restoration" at West Point is an example of engineering
design not well suited for local coastal processes.

The beach foreshore

was constructed at a grade of 16 to 25 percent, much steeper than most
regional prograded beaches.

In addition, the beach was constructed wide

enough to place the foreshore slope up to approximately 20 m seaward of
its predevelopment alignment.

For 15 years the sludge lagoon structure

had been acting as an obstacle to net shore-drift resulting in a prograded beach along the shore to the east (Fig. 13).

This beach had pro

tected the adjacent bluff from wave attack, and large colluvial slopes
had developed at the base of the bluff.

In the design for the beach

construction it was not recognized that the base of the bluff was once
wave-maintained and thus marked the upper foreshore zone.

Once the riprap

structure was removed, the subsequent beach fill project was, in effect.

FIGURE 14.

Westward view of the artificially modified beach along the
south shore of West Point, prior to any winter storms.
(Photo taken September 13, 1981; tide +0.6 m.)

FIGURE 15.

Westward view of the substantial erosion along the south shore
of West Point following the first 1981-82 winter storm. Fore
shore slope has been reduced by more than half, and an approxi
mate 1 m scarp shows the amount of wave-cutting into the fill
material. Staff is 1.5 m in height. (Photo taken November 15,
1981; tide +3.3 m.)
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placing steep-faced undefended material out across a zone that would
re-establish itself as the mid- to lower foreshore.
In the summer and early fall of 1981, some wave cutting of the
foreshore slope was apparent, but only on a small scale.

However, on

November 13 and 14 the Puget Sound region experienced a storm with
gale-force winds.

Southerly storm waves cut into the artificial beach

fill, reducing the foreshore slope to 9 to 11 percent, and in places
leaving a vertical scarp up to 1 m high at the greatest reach of the
waves (Fig. 15).

A day after the storm the author observed a plume of

the eroded finer-grained sediment extending several hundred meters
westward off the point.

Coarser sediment had been pushed around the

point to the north shore, building a large storm ridge there.

In this

first winter storm the artificially graded foreshore had been seriously
damaged.
The aesthetics and recreational value of the artificial beach at
West Point are unquestionable, but long-term stability was not compatible
with the design.

Wind and wave conditions during the November 13 and 14,

1981 storm may have been unusual, but the storm only accelerated the
ongoing processes that were re-establishing an equilibrium beach profile.
In fact, the author observed continued erosion of this beach fill through
the winter of 1981-82.
Once a more acceptable profile is established, the future of West
Point may still be dependent on artificial beach nourishment or shoredefense structures.

Defense of the coastal bluffs of Magnolia signi

ficantly limits the shore-drift sediment supply to West Point, and
without sediment input this coastal feature will gradually be reduced
in size due to wave erosion.
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Smith Cove
A short drift cell of less than 0.8 km length begins at a drift
divergence on the southeast shore of Magnolia with net shore-drift in
an easterly direction (Fig. 11).

Bluff erosion at the drift cell

origin supplies mixed sand and gravel.

Sediment generally fines and is

moderately sorted eastward along the riprap-defended shore of Smith
Cove Park.

The riprap abruptly turns into the Pier 91 slip, resulting

in a drift-aligned, sand and gravel, intertidal spit.

Wave refraction

into the slip results in a prograded beach of sand and fine gravel along
the north shore which is the drift cell terminus.

Pier 91 is a filled

structure and absolute barrier to eastward sediment transport.

Because

of continued sediment supply to this drift cell, the slip at Pier 91
requires periodic dredging to maintain a 10.6 m minimum depth moorage.
Prior to urban development. Smith Cove was a much larger coastal
feature than that presently identified on maps and charts (Fig. 16).
The cove was formerly a shallow embayment, bare at mean lower-low water,
and included a prominent spit, historically the longest spit in King
County.

This spit was the former terminus of the southeast Magnolia

drift cell.

Although port development has left no trace of this spit,

the pattern of net shore-drift that produced it has continued.
Seattle Waterfront
The Seattle Waterfront is here defined as extending around the east
and south shore of Elliott Bay, from Pier 91 at the north, to the shore
1.2 km southeast of Duwamish Head (Fig. 11).

This coastal area is the

site of concentrated commercial and industrial waterfront development.
This shore was field inspected on July 2, 1981 within two hours
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FIGURE 16.

Comparison of the predevelopment and present-day shoreline
and net shore-drift at Smith Cove. Acronym "nansd" indi
cates zone of no appreciable net shore-drift. (Historical
shoreline from U. S. Coast Survey, 1874.)
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before and after a -1.0 m tide.

Even at this extreme intertidal expo

sure, no significant indication of net shore-drift as a result of several
factors.

First, there is no source of sediment other than suspended fine

grained material from the Duwamish River and from localized erosion of
undefended fill.

Second, shoreline structures or development commonly

extend out to deep water, precluding beaches for beach drift and producing
obstacles to longshore drift.

Third, piers, wharves, and other structures

inhibit directed wave action along most of this shore.

Only along the

northeast shore of Elliott Bay was an isolated indication of shore-drift
observed.

At an embayment in the riprap at Myrtle Edwards Park (1.5 km

southeast of Pier 91) pebbles graded to sand northward across the 10 m
embayment.

Although the grading could be an ephemeral feature, con

sidering fetch it corresponds to a drift direction predicted for the
northeast shore of the bay if appropriate conditions prevailed.
Historical Shoreline of Elliott Bay
The shore of Elliott Bay historically has been artificially modified
to a degree unparalled in the Puget Sound region.

Extensive landfill,

dredging, and upland regrading has produced a shoreline significantly
different from the once-natural setting, leaving little trace of former
coastal features (Benoit, 1979; Bortleson and others, 1980).

Based on

historical maps and surveys, the predevelopment shoreline of Elliott Bay
is shown in Figure 17.

For direct comparison of shoreline changes.

Figure 18 superimposes the historical and present-day mapping.
The predevelopment shore-drift of Elliott Bay can be interpreted
from the historical mapping by considering fetch and coastal morphology.
Shoreline along the southern end of Elliott Bay could only be influenced

FIGURE 17 .

Predevelopment shoreline of Elliott Bay. Dotted line shows
approximate mean lower-low water line. (Modified from
Bortleson and others, 1980, sheet 7.)
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FIGURE 18.

Superposition of the predevelopment and present-day shoreline
of Elliott Bay. (Modified from Bortleson and others, 1980,
sheet 7.)
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by northerly fetch.

Therefore the limited shore-drift adjacent to the

inner tidal flats would have been:

1) south along the west shore into

Young's Cove; 2) south along the east shore toward a distributary of
the Duwamish River; and 3) diverging to either side of a minor headland
to the east ofi'Young's Cove (Fig. 17).

Between this cove and Duwamish

Head it is uncertain whether a drift divergence occurred due to the
influence of southeasterly waves or net shore-drift toward the south
prevailed.

A historical prograded beach on the east side of Duwamish

Head is not shown in Figure 17, but it is discussed in a subsequent
section regarding the terminus of the Central Mainland drift cell.
Along the shore on the east side of the tide flats there was a zone
of drift divergence where net shore-drift began toward the north.

The

terminus of this northward shore-drift is a short spit located just east
of the 1855 settlement site of Seattle (Fig. 17).
This settlement site occupied a distinctive, lobate feature in
Elliott Bay.

In describing the predevelopment shoreline of the area,

Benoit (1979, p. 7) refers to this feature as a spit.

If a spit, the

feature would be expected to align to the north-trending shoreline, and
possibly recurve toward the southeast due to wave refraction.
settlement site shows neither of these characteristics.

The

And considering

fetch and local wind patterns, net shore-drift should be directed away
from this feature since southerly waves would likely be the most signi
ficant influence even though periodic exposure of the Duwamish tide
flats would occasionally limit wave energy.

The spit developed east of

the Seattle settlement (Fig. 17) attests to wave energy available from
the south.
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An artist's drawing of Seattle's early settlement site, based on
several historical documents, is shown in Figure 19.

Assuming the drawing

to be basically correct in terms of relative topography, the settlement
site was rather steep-sided with a low bluff along the south shore.

This

relief precludes the site from being the result of shore-drift accretion.
Fetch and shoreline orientation suggest that the south shore was a zone
of drift divergence, and the drawing does show the south shore with a
steep-faced bluff that becomes more subdued northward.

From this south

shore divergence, net shore-drift toward the east would terminate near
the entrance to the tidal marsh.

Net shore-drift along the west side of

the settlement would have been uninterrupted northward to Smith Cove
(Fig. 17).
The evidence presented here indicates the 1855 settlement-site of
Seattle could not have been a spit.

The site may have been a small penin

sula jutting out from the mainland, composed of glacial sediments as are
presently exposed in the local coastal bluffs.

An alternate interpreta

tion is that a low-lying neck at the north end of the settlement-site
represents shore-drift accretion, that is, a tombolo.

McElhoe (1950,

p. 16-17) states that this low area was originally flooded at high tide,
but later filled with sawdust and mill waste.

This interpretation would

indicate that the settlement that grew to be Seattle was founded on a
small island in Elliott Bay.
All of this discussion is speculative based on present-day drift
patterns, inferred former drift direction, and interpretation of his
torical maps.

Future geologic investigations to resolve these matters

would be a valuable contribution to Seattle historians.
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CENTRAL MAINLAND
The Central Mainland division of King County has a southern limit
along the coast at Seahurst, and a northern limit southeast of Duwamish
Head (Fig. 20).

This total shoreline distance of about 16 km is one

continuous drift cell, the longest drift cell in King County.

The cell

is characterized by northerly net shore-drift, the result of south to
southwesterly waves.

However, near its terminus shore-drift is influenced

by northwesterly waves, with net shore-drift continuous to the southeast
around Duwamish Head.

In this drift cell net shore-drift is around three

other coastal promontories:

Brace Point, Williams Point and Alki Point.

Seahurst to Williams Point
The drift cell along the central mainland originates at a zone of
drift divergence centered on a rounded protrusion of the coast at
Seahurst (Fig. 20).

This zone includes a broad, wave-cut platform

across clay with a veneer of gravel and coarse sand.

Locally oblique

bars have an intersecting pattern indicating influence of both south
westerly and northwesterly waves.

Along this zone there is a defended

coast, with no backshore.
Net shore-drift toward the north is indicated by a fining of upper
foreshore sediment and the development and widening of a backshore along
Ed Munro Park.

The backshore widens to a prograded beach causing a pro

minent northward offset of the stream at the center of the park.

This

stream and an undefended eroding bluff of glacial outwash along the
park's north shore are presently principal sources of sediment to the
cell.

North of Ed Munro Park, waterfront residences have shore defense

with mixed sand and gravel accumulating on the south side of groins.
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FIGURE 20,

Map showing the Central Mainland division of King County
with drift cells and directions of net shore-drift.
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protruding bulkheads, and boat ramps.

Northward offset of a stream

south of Seola Beach indicates a continued northward net shore-drift.
Between Seola Beach and Brace Point the shoreline orientation and
a principal fetch from the south-southwest clearly favors northwesterly
net shore-drift.

This drift direction is indicated by sand and gravel

accumulation on the southeast side of numerous groins and protruding
bulkheads.

Trending northwest along the low-tide terrace is a prism

of decreasing volume of sand which initially dominates the foreshore
near Seola Beach (Fig. 20).

Here the bluff slopes have had recent and

ongoing failure, exposing outwash and supplying sediment to the shoredrift process.

This sediment source area is significant because con

tinuing northward in the drift cell the bluffs are generally fronted
with shore-defense structures which eliminate wave-induced erosion.
Also toward the north, there is generally an absence of any major streams
transporting sediment from the upland (an exception being a stream at
Fauntleroy Cove).

These two factors significantly limit the supply of

beach sediment in the northern part of the drift cell.
To the north, the southwest-facing shore of Brace Point consists of
poorly sorted sand to cobbles with a mean slope of 9 percent.

Toward

the west end of the point, the beach slope increases to 14-15 percent;
and sediment is better sorted indicating net shore-drift toward the
point.

Brace Point, however, is not a drift cell terminus.

drift is continuous from south to north around Brace Point.

Net shoreThis is

indicated along the north shore where sediment accumulates on the south
west side of groins and boat ramps, the backshore widens progressing
north and east into Fauntleroy Cove, and sediment fines into the cove.
The most obvious drift indicator is at the Fauntleroy ferry landing.
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The structure's pilings are not an absolute obstacle to shore-drift, but
they have reduced sediment transport, and on the south side produced a
prominent vertical and horizontal offset of the beach profile.
stream near the landing is also offset toward the north.

A small

All evidence

supports net shore-drift continuing around Brace Point and east and north
into Fauntleroy Cove.

This pattern of shore-drift is significant because

it demonstrates the dominant influence of the refracted south to south
westerly waves even on the lee side of this coastal promontory.
Brace Point consists entirely of shore-drift accretion.

It has been

mapped as Holocene beach deposits (Waldron, 1967) and described as a
raised beach (Mullineaux and Stark, 1950, p. 61).

As a coastal landform

Brace Point would be classified as a small scale asymmetrical foreland,
with a blunt south shore toward the greater wave energy, and a north
shore tapering downdrift.

The genesis of Brace Point is likely the
\

result of a drift-aligned accretion where the upland coast changes
orientation from northwesterly to northerly.
Although influenced by the prevailing and predominant south to
southwest waves, the south shore of Fauntleroy Cove experiences reduced
wave energy due to wave refraction around Brace Point.

In contrast, the

north shore of the cove has greater exposure to these south to southwest
waves; the beach is coarser, narrower, and has reduced slope.

Groins

and drift obstructions along this north shore indicate that the drift
cell continues with uninterrupted net shore-drift around Fauntleroy Cove
and north and west toward Williams Point.
Williams Point to Elliott Bay
Williams Point is largely a glacially derived feature rising to 30
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to 50 m elevation, which makes it a coastal promontory fundamentally
different from neighboring Brace Point.

Only a limited area at the west

end of Williams Point represents beach-sediment accretion.

Routsala

(1979, p. 30) described Williams Point as a "cuspate foreland".

He has

recognized the cuspate shape that this feature has in plan view

but

ignored the feature's structure.

Williams Point is correctly described

as a headland (that is, a high, steep-faced promontory extending seaward)
with a headland beach along the west shore.
Net shore-drift approaches Williams Point from the south as a con
tinuation of the drift cell described in the previous section.

Net

shore-drift continuing northward around the point is indicated by sedi
ment grading from a pebble-cobble armor at the point, to pebbles,
granules, and sand progressing northeast along the north shore.

As with

the north shore of Brace Point, the prevailing and predominant south to
southwesterly waves refract around the point and significantly influence
this leeward shore.

Unlike the north shore of Brace Point, the prograded

beach does not extend very far east, and is best developed within 200 m
of the point.

This greater accumulation near the point may be related

to short-term drift reversals when northwesterly waves move sediment
south and west toward the point.

That n^ shore-drift continues north

ward is indicated by the general decrease in mean sediment size in that
direction.

In addition, about 1 km northeast of the point residential

properties begin, with the southernmost having a protruding bulkhead
accumulating a broad prograded beach of sand and fine gravel on the
south side.
This bulkhead that begins about 1 km north of Williams Point is the
beginning of a shore defense system (riprap, bulkhead, seawall) that is
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virtually continuous for 5 km north and west to Alki Point.

The fore

shore along most of the distance is an armor of cobbles and pebbles.
The coarse nature of this beach may have been artificially induced by
the shore-defense structures built onto the foreshore, which cause wave
scour, and accelerate the winnowing of finer sediment.

Along this

stretch, coastline orientation and a principal south to southwest fetch
are factors in the continued northward net shore-drift.

Numerous groins

and protruding bulkheads consistently accumulate sediment on the south
(downdrift) side.

A large apartment complex supported on pilings is

located .95 km southeast of Alki Point.

The pilings have inhibited

northward shore-drift resulting in a higher and wider beach profile on
the south side.

An interesting coastal feature is located between 2.5

to 3 km southeast of Alki Point where outcropping peat protrudes from
the foreshore, steeply dipping in arcuate patterns suggesting relict
toe bulges of landslides or deformation due to sediment loading.
The south shore of Alki Point is well exposed to south to southwest
waves.

Beach material transported to this shore has a northwestward

net-drift direction, as indicated at a protruding bulkhead and other
drift obstructions.

Most beach material does not have a prolonged resi

dence time on the south shore because the littoral zone is a broad expo
sure of a wave-cut platform across bedrock, locally having no sediment
veneer.

This abrasion surface and other factors concerning Alki Point

make it a unique feature in King County.

The nature and possible genesis

of Alki Point are discussed in the following section.
A wedge of beach sediment resumes at the west end of Alki Point,
and evidence of continued net shore-drift around the point is sediment
gradation from cobbles and pebbles at the point, to a moderately sorted.
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coarse sand with granules toward the east along the north shore.

Sedi

ment accumulation against groins and protruding bulkheads along the
north shore also indicate this net shore-drift from south to north.

The

north shore along Alki Beach Park is a prograded beach, with the same
drift pattern as observed at Brace Point and Williams Point:

1) net

shore-drift continuing northward around the point; 2) shore-drift most
strongly influenced by south to southwest waves; and 3) south shore loss
of beach sediment and north shore progradation.
Between Alki Point and Duwamish Head the shore has a principal
fetch from the northwest, and waves from this direction most likely
produce short-term transport of sediment south and west toward Alki
Point.

However, the net shore-drift continues northward as indicated

by continued sediment fining and by sediment accumulation against the
south sides of a series of sewer pipes crossing the foreshore.

These

latter may be ephemeral indicators, but more substantial evidence is
found at a protruding fitted-stone observation area built on the north
west shore of Duwamish Head.

This structure has accumulated well-sorted

medium sand against the southwest face, none on the northeast.

The sand

has accumulated to a height of 3 m above the local foreshore and,
assuming no riprap is buried in this accumulation, the structure has
blocked approximately 830 m

of northward drifting sediment.

The north

easterly shore drift between Alki Point and Duwamish Head suggests
south to southwest waves rounding Alki Point, and although refracted
their transport energy is still more substantial than waves from the
northerly fetch.

This shore may also be influenced by refracted waves

from a southwesterly fetch between Bainbridge and Blake Island (Fig. 4).
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Duwamish Head is, as its name implies, a headland (a steep sided
coastal promontory).

The shore around this headland is backed by a

seawall and fronted by an extensive sand intertidal flat.

The net shore-

drift of this central mainland drift cell is around the headland toward
the east side, where deposition has resulted in an intertidal prograda
tion of well-sorted medium sand.

This prograded area is developed toward

the south and is immediately north of, but not abutting, the riprap of
West Side Park (Fig. 20).
21).

This is the terminus of the drift cell (Fig.

A more substantial deposit might be expected for such a major drift

cell, but this area has been repeatedly modified by urban development,
and shore-drift accretion may presently be rebuilding after most recent
artificial modification.
The historical presence of major shore accretion in this vicinity
is shown on an 1854 reconnaissance survey of Elliott Bay (then called
Duwamish Bay) (U. S. Coast Survey, 1854).
scale map of the area.

This is the earliest large-

It depicts a rounded, low-lying feature below

the east-facing bluff of Duwamish Head, and the map symbols suggest a
sandy, prograded beach (Fig. 22).

By the time of the subsequent Coast

Survey mapping in 1874 this feature had been significantly modified,
being the site of the mill and early town of Freeport (U. S. Coast
Survey, 1874).
The riprap-defended landfill of West Side Park is an effective
obstacle to shore-drift continuing southward.
is limited erosion of fill material.

South from the park there

Several sand beaches occur at

embayments in this riprap-defended shore.

Beginning about 0.8 km south

of the park area, the commercial and industrialized shoreline has bulk
heads in deep water and there is no appreciable net shore-drift.
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FIGURE 21.

View looking northwest across the medium sand intertidal-zone
along the east side of Duwamish Head. This zone is the
terminus for net shore-drift along the central mainland of
King County. (Photo taken June 29, 1981; tide -0.6 m.)

FIGURE 22.

Copy of part of the 1854 reconnaissance hydrographic survey
of Elliott Bay. This coastal promontory is Duwamish Head,
and the feature along the headland's east shore is a prograded
beach. (From U. S. Coast Survey, 1854.)
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Alki Point
Alki Poin^t is a unique coastal feature in King County, worthy of
a detailed study of its geology and evolution, although only a general
discussion is presented here.
In map view the point has a triangular shape with a westward-pointing
apex, with the north leg somewhat longer than the south.

The eastern base

of the triangle is at the foot of a moderate topographic rise from about
7 km above mean sea level up to 60 to 90 m elevation.
graphy consists of Vashon drift.

The higher topo

With one exception the triangular area

of the point is low-lying, less than 7 m above mean sea level, and has
been mapped as Holocene beach deposits (Waldron, 1967).

The exception

is near the west end of the point where a steep-sided, flat-topped knoll
of about 2 hectares rises to near 24 m (Fig. 23).

The knoll is entirely

an outcrop of Late Oligocene to Early Miocene marine siltstone and sand
stone of the Blakeley Formation (Waldron, 1967).
On the north side of Alki Point the foreshore is mixed sand and
gravel that grades finer from west to east.

The south shore is mostly

stripped of all beach material with a broad, wave-cut platform truncating
beds of the Blakeley Formation (Fig. 24).

The beds have a near vertical

dip and represent both limbs of a steeply plunging anticline (Fig. 25).
Nowhere else in King County is bedrock exposed along the coast, and
although wave-cut platforms in the county are commonly found cut into
glacial material, the south shore of Alki Point represents a much more
resistant surface.
The geomorphic nature of Alki Point has been treated only briefly
in the literature, and in some cases, mistakenly.

In the King County

volume of the Coastal Zone Atlas the point is shown as the drift cell

>
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FIGURE 23.

Topographic relief of Alki Point and vicinity showing the
steep upland to the east, a prominent ravine oriented toward
the north shore, and the rounded knoll near the apex of the
point. (Contours from U. S. Geological Survey, 1949a, photorevised, 1968.)

FIGURE 24.

View looking west across the wave-cut siltstone and sandstone
platform along the south shore of Alki Point. These beds have
a near-vertical dip. (Photo taken July 16, 1981; tide +1.5 m.)

FIGURE 25.

Aerial view looking east-northeast across Alki Point at low
tide. Note the south shore wave-cut platform which truncates
both limbs of steeply plunging anticline. (Photo taken
October 10, 1981; tide +0.4 m.)
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terminus, and convergence, of two drift cells (Washington State Depart
ment of Ecology, 1979, pi. 5).

Sediment grading and other drift indicators

described in the previous section clearly show that net shore-drift is
continuous from south to north around the point.
shore-drift terminus, nor convergence.

It is neither a net

Routsala (1979, p. 36) describes

Alki Point as "an excellent example of a cuspate foreland".

This is a

gross mistake, because its seriousness was compounded by the statement
appearing in a coastal field guide which is intended as a reference book.
A cuspate foreland is a triangular coastal-accretion feature with
the seaward tip either rounded or pointed.

It is a coastal feature

with a wide range of forms and occurrence that has been described from
many parts of the world (King, 1972, p. 519-520).

The origin of cuspate

forelands has been discussed by several authors including Gulliver (1896),
Zenkovitch (1959), Tanner (1962), Price (1964), and Hoyt and Henry (1971).
Most cuspate forelands are interpreted as being formed by accretion of
beach sediment transported by shore-drift.

Some are interpreted as being

the wave-induced modification of previously formed deltas.

No matter

what the process of formation, all cuspate forelands are defined as
depositional coastal features.

By no stretch of the definition could

the shore on one side of a cuspate foreland be dominated by a wave-cut,
bedrock surface as at Alki Point.
In describing the glacial stratigraphy of the Seattle area, Mullineaux and Stark (1950, p. 61) briefly state that Alki Point represents
a tombolo-tied island.

These have more closely characterized the genesis

of this coastal feature.
A developmental model can be hypothesized for Alki Point that is
consistent with the presently known geology and local coastal processes.
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The upland along the east side of this coastal feature generally has a
linear form, and probably represents the post-glacial coast when sea
level rose to near the present level of Puget Sound, about 5500-6000 B.P.
At that time the rock knoll
west of the mainland.

of Alki Point was a small island to the

There is no reason to believe there have been

dramatic post-glacial changes in surface winds in the region, and it can
be assumed that the wind and wave characteristics presently observed have
been fairly consistent during the past several thousand years.

Therefore,

net shore-drift would have been from the south, originally between the
mainland and small island.

The upland contours on Figure 23 show a change

in shoreline orientation between the knoll and upland.

This factor and/or

an island-produced wave shadow could have resulted in shore-drift accre
tion producing a spit, which eventually developed as a tombolo to the
island.

Alki Point has been described as a raised beach (Mullineaux and

Stark, 1950, p, 61), and the form of the 25 foot (7.6 m) contour (Fig.
23) suggests the east and west extensions of this tombolo.

Once the tie

was established, the entire north side of the tombolo would be a depositional zone for net shore-drift rounding the west end of the point.

The

north shore would also have been a sheltered zone for fluvial deposition
from a former stream draining the upland (Fig. 23).

The north shore con

tinued to prograde to the present-day shoreline, and both shores have been
wave modified to their present shape.
Mapping that predates urban development at Alki Point provides no
information to support or refute this model.

A detailed examination of

the structure and stratigraphy of the point would be a worthwhile endeavor.
However, considering the presently known surficial geology of Alki Point
it seems reasonable to describe this coastal promontory as a composite
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feature that includes a bedrock knoll, formerly an island, which has been
accreted to the mainland by the shore-drift process.

Alki Point cannot

be simply classified as a depositional or erosional feature since it is
characterized by both processes, with erosion along the south shore, and
progradation along the north shore.

SOUTH MAINLAND
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SOUTH MAINLAND
The South Mainland division of King County has its northern limit
at a drift divergence at Seahurst and continues south to the King-Pierce
county line (Fig. 26).

The shoreline distance of about 25 km includes

a total of 7 drift cells.

Significant modification of the drift pattern

along this stretch has resulted from construction of the City of Des
Moines Marina.

The riprap breakwater for the marina has divided one

cell into two, and has resulted in a short drift cell opposed to the
local pattern.
Seahurst to Three Tree Point
Most of

Three Tree Point (also called Point Pully) is a glacially-

derived ridge that slopes westward from a maximum elevation of 120 m.
This topographic high shields the coast to the north from most south to
southwest wind and waves.

As a result, a drift cell begins at a rounded

protrusion of the coast at Seahurst with net shore-drift toward Three
Tree Point due to a northwesterly principal fetch (Fig. 26).

The zone

of divergence includes a broad, wave-cut platform on clay with a veneer
of gravel and coarse sand.

Nearshore bars are oriented perpendicular to

both the northwesterly and southwesterly fetch indicating the divergence
zone.

Net shore-drift toward the south-southwest is indicated by accumu

lation of sediment on the north or northeast side of groins or protruding
bulkheads.

There is a general southwestward decrease of mean sediment

size, with an increasing percent volume of sand.

Also, mean beach slope

increases from 10 percent in the small embayment northeast of the point
to 14 percent approaching the point.

The drift cell terminus is at Three

Tree Point, arid there is a convergence with net shore-drift from the south
east.

0.5
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FIGURE 26.

Map showing the South Mainland division of King County with
drift cells and directions of net shore-drift.
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Des Moines Marina to Three Tree Point
The drift cell terminating along the south shore of Three Tree Point
originates at a zone of drift divergence located between 100 to 350 m
north of the Des Moines Marina (Fig. 26).

From this zone, net shore-drift

tov/ard the north is the result of a principal fetch toward the local
prevailing and predominant south to southwest waves.

Evidence of net-

drift direction within the first 1.5 km of the drift cell includes sedi
ment accumulation on the south side of groins and protruding bulkheads,
and a consistent northward offset of small stream mouths.

Where the

shore turns toward the north near Normandy Park, there is a northward
gradation of decreasing mean sediment size.

The shore along Normandy

Park has a few drift obstructions accumulating mixed sand and gravel on
the south side.

The mouth of a small stream along this shore has been

artificially channeled, but prior to this modification the stream mouth
had a northward offset of about 60 m (U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey,
1935b).
As the shore begins to trend west, the effect of greater southerly
exposure is indicated by a coarser, more gravel-rich foreshore.

Con

tinued northwesterly net shore-drift is indicated by the westward offset
of a large stream located about 1.9 km east-southeast of Three Tree Point.
Seaward of the stream mouth is an asymmetric intertidal fan with a broad
intertidal area on the east (updrift) side.

Toward Three Tree Point,

drift obstructions have accumulated sand and gravel on the east side,
and there is westward fining of sediment.

Mean beach slope increases

from 6 percent, at a distance of 1-1.5 km east of the point, to 14
percent approaching the point.
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At the apex of Three Tree Point sediment is coarser (pebbles and
cobbles) and mean slope less (6-8 percent) than along either approaching
shore.

This may be the result of greater wave energy influencing the

point's distal end, or possibly the result of wave scour at the base of
a seawall rounding the point.

A gravel intertidal spit off the south

west side of the point is possibly a relict feature related to the north
ward translation of Three Tree Point.
Three Tree Point (also called Point Pully)
This prominent feature of the King County Coast is the terminus
of converging drift cells, and resembles a cuspate spit in plan view
(Fig. 26).

However, to a large degree this is not a feature resulting

from shore-drift accretion.

Three Tree Point is a glacially derived

coastal promontory consisting mostly of advance outwash.

The axis of

Three Tree Point is a sloping ridge that rises eastward at a gradient
of about 14 percent to the 90 to 120 m upland.

Only approximately 5

hectares at the western end of the point (and along the southwest shore)
is geologically mapped as shore-drift accretion in the form of a
symmetrical spit (Waldron, 1962).

This is less than 10 percent of the

total area of this coastal prominence.

Even this total is generous,

because predevelopment mapping of the point (U. S. Coast Survey, 1876-77a)
and predevelopment coastal descriptions (Davidson, 1889, p. 614) indicate
that there was originally a small knoll rising to about 12 m near the
western end of the point.
alternate name.
accretion.

Three trees on this knoll led to the point's

Such a knoll could not have resulted from shore-drift
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The development of a larger accretionary beach or spit at Three Tree
Point has possibly been limited by the significant channel depth into
which shore-drift is directed.

Bathymetric sounding of 22 m occurs

within 126 m of the point, which corresponds to a gradient of 17 percent,
and this gradient is maintained to a midchannel depth of 232 m (U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1934; 1935a).
According toMeistrell (1972), in the development of a spit, a belowwater "spit platform" will develop on which the spit ridge advances.
There is an example of a spit platform off the distal end of the spits
at both West Point and Point Heyer (Fig. 2).

However, there is no spit

platform revealed in the bathymetric contours off Three Tree Point.
This suggests the western extent of the spit may not have advanced for
some time, and will not in the near future.

The deep channel of East

Passage is acting as a sediment sink and will require a substantial
volume of sediment to allow development of a spit platform.

In all of

the King County coast. Three Tree Point may be the prime example of a
site where the terminus of net shore-drift is a sediment loss into deep
water of the Puget Sound trough.
Des Moines Marina
The most significant artificial modification to the county's South
Mainland has been the construction of the small-boat marina at Des Moines
(Fig. 26).

The riprap breakwater for this marina was completed in 1969

and since that time has acted as an absolute barrier to net shore-drift.
As a result, a drift cell, originating immediately south of Saltwater
State Park, and once continuous northward to Three Tree Point, now termi
nates near the south side of the moorage facility.
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On the north side of the moorage a short drift reversal has resulted,
owing its origin to the presence of the marina breakwater.

The drift cell

originates at a zone of drift divergence centered about 225 m north of
the marina (Fig. 26), and from this zone there is southward net shoredrift toward the marina.

This pattern of shore-drift may have resulted

from southwesterly waves refracting around the north end of the breakwater,
or from waves approaching from the northwest.

The drift direction is

indicated by the offset of a major distributary channel across an inter
tidal fan (Fig. 27), by sediment fining toward the southwest, and by
sediment stacked against the north side of both a protruding bulkhead and
the northside riprap of the marina.

Although not a major drift cell in

terms of length, it receives a significant sediment supply from the
stream and directs this sediment toward the single access to the moorage
facilty.

At extreme low water the major distributary channel is observed

continuing south, under a fishing pier, and reaches deep water in the
marina entrance channel.
This pattern of net shore-drift is clearly at odds with local human
activity.

In the spring of 1980 the marina officials had a bulldozer

cut a distributary channel directly seaward across the intertidal fan
(Manager of Covenant Beach Resort, personal communication, July, 1981).
The photo in Figure 27 was taken in the fall of 1981.

The artificial

channel is visible, but the major distributary flow has become reoriented
toward the. south.

Assuming a continued river-borne sediment supply, con

struction of a jetty may eventually be necessary to prevent shore-drift
into the marina entrance-channel.

FIGURE 27.

Aerial view looking southwest across the intertidal fan
immediately north of the Des Moines Marina. The major
distributary channel is deflected toward the south (photo
left) due to the wave-shadow effect of the moorage break
water. (Photo taken October 10, 1981; tide +0.5 m.)
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Saltwater State Park to Des Moines Marina
A zone of drift divergence is centered about 100 m south of Salt
water State Park.

This zone has a coarse gravel foreshore, exposed

wave-cut platform across clay, and active wave-maintained bluff erosion.
There is no backshore, and at the base of the bluffs the exposed abrasion
platform rises to form a rampart.
From this divergence a drift cell originates with northward net
shore-drift influenced by southwesterly waves.

Sediment fines north

ward toward the state park, and at the park's south boundary a line of
boulders produces a filtering effect with pebbles and cobbles on the
south side, granules and sand on the north.

Riprap stabilizing the

park's stream outlet precludes any present-day offset of the stream
mouth, but the intertidal fan seaward of the park is asymmetric due to
shore-drift accretion on the south side.
Northward from the state park, net shore-drift is indicated by trans
port and distribution of some small, dark, angular rocks used as fill
material along the park's north waterfront.

This fill area acts as a

sediment point source with the "tracer" rock dispersed northward.

The

northern part of this drift cell also receives substantial sediment from
undefended eroding bluffs.

Approaching the Des Moines Marina, sediment

grades from mixed sand and gravel to a greater percentage of coarse sand.
The drift cell terminus is a large prograded beach built against a riprap
jetty.

This structure protects the outfall of a small stream paralleling

the south breakwater of the Des Moines Marina.
Saltwater State Park to the King-Pierce county line
The zone of drift divergence south of Saltwater State Park is signi
ficant because it marks a change in dominant wave influence along the
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county's mainland coast.

At Poverty Bay the shore changes orientation

toward the southwest (Fig. 26), and, although local winds are still
strongest from the southwest, there is little or no fetch from this
direction.

This southernmost mainland has a principal fetch to northerly

waves from East Passage, which dominate this stretch of coast and produce
net shore-drift in a southerly direction.

Because of a shoreline irregu

larity at Dumas Bay, three distinct drift cells occur.
At the drift divergence near Saltwater State Park a drift cell
originates with southward net shore-drift along Poverty Bay to a terminus
along the south shore of Dumas Bay.

This drift direction is indicated

by mean sediment size decreasing southward to Woodmont Beach, development
and widening of a hackshore toward the south, more subdued bluff morphology,
and sediment accumulation at groins.

At Redondo, piling-supported struc

tures have restricted shore drift developing a backshore and broader
intertidal zone on the north side.

South of these structures a major

stream has built a broad intertidal fan, accumulating shore-drift on the
north side and having intertidal-distributary channels deflected southward.
East of Adelaide there is an erosional zone due to exposure to a
midchannel northerly fetch across East Passage.

This stretch of shore

fronts nearly vertical wave-maintained bluffs, and the foreshore is
dominated by a wave-cut platform across till with a boulder and cobble
lag.

Foreshore sediment again fines southwest toward Adelaide, beach

slope increases, and sediment accumulates against the northeast side of
groins or other drift obstructions.
Continuing southwest, net shore-drift of mixed sand and gravel is
uninterrupted past Lakota and around to the east shore of Dumas Bay.
Three prominent streams along the east shore are all deflected south and
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and west.

Along the south shore of Dumas Bay sediment fines westward to

a beach of coarse sand with granules and pebbles.

The drift cell termi

nus is an elongate prograded beach along this south shore at the southwest
corner of the bay (Fig. 26).
West of Dumas Bay there is a rounded coastal promontory of steep
bluffs with recent mass wasting of sand and fine gravel.

Northeasterly

waves impinging on this promontory are, in part, refracted into Dumas
Bay, and thus a zone of drift divergence occurs here.

This zone does

not have the typical coarse foreshore or exposed abrasion surface.
Instead, it is a sandy intertidal terrace, much narrower than the inter
tidal zone in either drift direction, and the seaward limit of this
intertidal zone has a distinct lineation perpendicular to the northeast
principal fetch.
Net shore-drift toward the east is responsible for an intertidal
spit where the shore abruptly turns into Dumas Bay.

The intertidal west

shore of the bay has a series of oblique bars also indicating net shoredrift into the bay.

Along the foreshore the beach widens and slope

increases toward the south to a drift cell terminus at a prograded beach
along the west shore of the bay's southwest corner.

A small stream

draining a local wetland separates this drift terminus from the drift
approaching from the east.
Westward from the drift divergence near Dumas Bay there is a drift
cell along the southernmost stretch of the mainland coast, with net
shore-drift directed southwest toward the King-Pierce county line (Fig.
26).

Through most of its length the drift cell is well supplied with

sediment from slope failure or wave attack of undefended coastal bluffs,
mostly composed of sand.

The direction of net shore-drift is indicated
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by sediment accumulation on the east side of groins, a more subdued bluff
morphology toward the southwest, and an increase in backshore width and
mean beach slope.

The most striking drift indicator is across a sandy

intertidal zone where oblique bars are oriented perpendicular to the
northeast principal fetch.

This series of oblique bars between Dumas

Bay and the King-Pierce county line is the most extensive in King County.
The shore-drift continues southwest across the county line to a
drift cell terminus at Dash Point in Pierce County.

The symmetrical

spit at Dash Point is a convergence with net shore-drift from the south
west.

EAST VASHON
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EAST VASHON
The East Vashon division of King County includes the major part of
Vashon Island bordering the main channel of Puget Sound and East Passage.
This division has a northern limit at a zone of drift divergence along
the north shore of Vashon Island, and a southern limit at a zone of drift
divergence along the west shore of Tramp Harbor (Fig. 28).

This coastal

stretch has a total of eight drift cells, with five major cells termi
nating at prominent shore-accretion features, and three cells of shorter
length terminating at small prograded beaches.
North Shore of Vashon Island
The north shore of Vashon Island is exposed to the greatest fetch
of any shore in King County, about 45 km from the north (Fig. 4), and
therefore has the potential for the greatest wave energy expended on any
stretch of the King County coast.

Along the length of the island's north

shore is a broad exposure of a wave-cut platform across clay.
Easterly net shore-drift dominates the north shore, with a drift
cell divergence occurring within 0.6 km of Point Vashon (Fig. 28)..

The

island's north face is a steep bluff of sand and fine gravel overlying
less permeable clay, and landslides have clearly been a major source of
beach sediment.

A possible source of sediment for easterly shore-drift

from beyond the limits of this drift cell is sand transported to the
north and east around Point Vashon during strong southwesterly waves.
This phenomenon is more thoroughly discussed in the description of Point
Vashon (see West Vashon division).

Whatever sediment is supplied to the

north shore is rapidly transported since a wedge of foreshore sediment is
minimal (Fig. 29).

This shore includes an example of what Short (1982)
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FIGURE 28.

Map showing the East Vashon division of King County with
drift cells and directions of net shore-drift.

FIGURE 29.

View of the wave-cut platform across clay that dominates the
north shore of Vashon Island. This view is toward the east
from about 0.8 km east of the ferry landing. The thin wedge
of sediment (photo right) is an example of a platform beach.
(Photo taken July 17, 1981; tide -0.5 m.)
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describes as a "platform beach":

that is, a wave-cut platform that has

a thin wedge of beach material on its upper reach during calm conditions,
but can be readily stripped during storm conditions.
Most of the north shore has shore defenses protecting residential
property.

The zone of drift divergence is identified by an absence of

upper foreshore sediment even at obstructions to net shore-drift.

A

direction of net shore-drift is established below the piling-supported
vehicle approach to the ferry landing, where a boat ramp has produced a
vertical beach-profile offset of 1.5 m higher on the west (updrift) side.
East of the landing the waterfront residences commonly have groins which
consistently accumulate sediment on the west side.

Beyond the eastern

extent of the residences, a backshore is developed and widens toward the
east to the drift cell terminus at Dolphin Point.

This terminus is a

headland beach and a convergence with net shore-drift from the south.
Most progradation occurs on the south shore in the lee of the strong,
northerly waves.
Dolphin Point to Point Beales
The coast between Dolphin Point and Point Beales consists of two
drift cells.

These cells diverge from a broad zone centered on a rounded

coastal protrusion about 1.5 km southwest of Dolphin Point (Fig. 28).
At the drift divergence the bluff is generally at an angle-of-repose and
vegetated.

The bluffs are mainly composed of Esperance Sand, advance

outwash, and till.

Landslides contribute an active beach sediment supply.

In addition, an intermittent stream is a potential supplier of sand.

The

foreshore is predominantly pebble and cobble, with exposures of a wavecut platform across clay.

Along this shore there is an abandoned boat-
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house which is fronted with massive concrete groins.

These groins have

produced no distinctive sediment accumulation on either side and clearly
indicate this is not a coastal stretch with distinct net shore-drift
direction.
From this drift divergence, northward

net shore-drift is indicated

by a fining of foreshore sediments, a widening of the backshore, and a
continued gradual increase in beach slope.

About 0.7 km southwest of

Dolphin Point a boulder groin crossing the foreshore inhibits the net
shore-drift, producing a 0.6 m vertical offset of mixed sand and gravel,
higher on the south side.

The southwest shore of Dolphin Point is a long

prograded beach with the backshore, 5 to 9 m or more wide, mostly com
posed of sand.

The foreshore is sand, granules, and pebbles.

Dolphin

Point is the terminus of this drift cell, and the convergence with
easterly net shore-drift from the north shore of Vashon Island.
South of the zone of drift divergence there is a drift cell with
net shore-drift influenced by north to northeasterly waves.

Sediment

supply to the drift cell, mainly by mass wasting, begins near its origin.
As the shoreline turns toward the southeast, a backshore develops
and widens, and several old-growth trees have fallen across the foreshore
and blocked sand and gravel on the northwest (updrift) side.

Along this

stretch the beach material becomes coarser again, indicating less influence
of a northerly wave shadow from Dolphin Point and local sediment input
from a wave-maintained till bluff.

At the residential community of Glen

Acres numerous groins indicate net shore-drift toward the south.

There

is also a widening backshore toward the south to a small prograded beach.
As the shoreline again turns to the southeast, a larger boulder groin
across the foreshore produces an approximate 1.5 m vertical and 9 m hori-
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zontal offset of the beach profile, higher and wider on the northwest
(updrift) side.
The shore to the northwest of Point Beales is oriented toward the
principal northerly fetch, and the greater wave energy is indicated by
a pebble-cobble foreshore.

The bluff shows evidence of several large

landslides providing sand and gravel for shore drift.

The percentage

of sand across the foreshore increases toward Point Beales, also the
backshore widens, and beach slope increases.

The spit at Point Beales

is the drift cell terminus, with sediment at the point consisting of
sand, granules and pebbles.

The spit is at the shore-drift convergence

of this drift cell and a drift cell from the south.
Point Beales to Point Heyer
The coast between Point Beales and Point Heyer consists of two drift
cells with net shore-drift diverging from a broad zone centered on a
linear shore about halfway between the points (Fig. 28).

The northern

part of this drift divergence includes a sandy intertidal flat (possibly
over a wave-abrasion surface) with two intersecting sets of oblique bars.
These bars are oriented perpendicular to both the northeast and southeast
fetch, and therefore this coastal stretch has been included in the zone
of drift divergence.
A major source of sediment to the two drift cells is a zone of active
landslides in Esperance Sand along a small embayment at the south end of
the drift divergence.

This embayment has a narrow high-tide beach, and

no low-tide terrace.

Toward the north and south from this zone, a sandy

low-tide terrace is well developed.
Net shore-drift toward Point Beales is initially indicated by an
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increase in beach slope on the north side of a minor headland about 1.9 km
southwest of the point.

About 0.2 km to the northwest there are ruins of

pilings across the foreshore accumulating cobbles and pebbles on the
southeast (updrift) side.

Where the shore turns northward, two small

streams have northward offsets, and a small prograded beach in the embayment has a backshore widening from south to north.

As the shore turns

northeast, there is greater exposure to southeasterly waves, and the fore
shore has an exposed wave-cut platform across clay, with a cobble and
boulder lag.

Recent landslides are evident along much of this southeast

facing bluff.

The volume of sand across the foreshore increases toward

the northeast, and several boulder groins have produced vertical beach
profile offsets averaging 1.5 m higher on the southwest side.

Net shore-

drift continues northeast to the sand, granule, and pebble spit at Point
Beales.
north.

The spit is formed by convergence of this cell and one from the
The rounded nature of the spit's apex suggests that shore-drift

alternates to the north or south shore of the point depending on wave
conditions.
Net shore-drift toward Point Heyer is indicated south of the drift
divergence, where a sandy low-tide terrace has developed with a series
of oblique bars, perpendicular to the northeasterly principal fetch.

At

the residential development of Klahanie (Fig. 28), groins accumulate sand
and fine granules on their north sides.

To the south of the community

recent and ongoing slope failures in the Esperance Sand provide additional
beach material.
The coast immediately to the northwest of Point Heyer includes a
near-vertical wave-maintained bluff of till.

This bluff abruptly turns

toward the southwest, an approximate 90° change in shoreline orientation.
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This change is a major factor in shore-drift accretion at Point Heyer, a
large spit that is the drift cell terminus.

The north shore of the spit

has an upper foreshore of sand, granules, and pebbles, and a lower fore
shore of cobble.

Sediment fines along the spit to the south shore where

it is well-sorted medium sand across the entire beach face.

The spit

terminates in a westerly direction adjacent to the channel of a tidal
marsh, which is nearly enclosed by the spit ridge (Fig. 28).
Point Heyer is an excellent example of a recurved spit, that is, a
spit with a landward hook.

It is a distinctive coastal feature in King

County, and except for a service road to a radio transmitting tower, the
spit has not been artificially modified.

At least five beach ridges can

be recognized, due to shore-drift accretion along the south shore.
The recurve of the spit is the result of northerly waves refracting
into Tramp Harbor, as well as the influence of waves crossing Tramp Harbor
from the south or southeast.

An interesting feature of the spit is that

the spit ridge and spit platform do not have the same degree of recurve
(Fig. 30).

In the concept of a spit platform advanced byMeistrell (1972),

there is generally an agreement in orientation of the spit ridge and spit
platform.

This is not the case at the Point Heyer spit.

Possibly, wave

dynamics in the area dictate this morphology for the two spit components.
Alternatively, the platform may be a relict feature and the spit ridge
has been driven landward.

Or, the spit ridge may be in an early stage

of advancing onto this platform.
surmised.
curious
study.

Other hypothetical explanations can be

Whatever the reason for the present morphology, the spit is
and worthy of geologic investigation beyond the scope of this
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Scale
FIGURE 30.

Map of the
of recurve
represents
intertidal
from U. S.

1:12,000

spit at Point Heyer showing the variance in degree
for the spit ridge and spit platform. Dotted line
mean lower-low water, stipple pattern shows the
zone, solid line is mean high water. (Modified
Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1935b.)
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Northwest Shore of Tramp Harbor
The northwest shore of Tramp Harbor is exposed to fetch from the
southeast quadrant (Fig. 28).
of this wave approach.

Three drift cells result from the influence

Below the residential community of Ellisport,

there is a zone of drift divergence with a pebble-cobble beach, exposure
of a wave-cut platform across till, and a near-vertical low bank of till.
Northeast, toward the channel of the Point Heyer tidal marsh, beach slope
increases and sediment fines to sand, granules and pebbles.

From the

drift divergence, net shore-drift in a southwesterly direction is indi
cated by a fining of sediment size, accumulation of sediment against the
northeast side of obstructions, an increase in beach slope, and the off
set of a stream mouth near the west end of the drift cell.

The drift

cell terminus is a small bayhead beach of sand and granules (Fig. 28).
This bayhead beach is also the terminus of net shore-drift from the
south.

Along a protrusion of the coast on the west shore of Tramp Harbor,

drift divergence occurs where there is equal influence of northeast and
southeast waves.

Shore drift toward the bayhead beach is indicated by

sediment fining, accumulation against the south side of drift obstruc
tions, and a few oblique bars on the low-tide terrace oriented perpendi
cular to the east-southeast fetch.

The shore along this entire drift

cell is artifically defended, so that the source of beach sediment
renewal now has virtually been eliminated.

OUTER

MAURY
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OUTER MAURY
The Outer Maury division of King County's coast includes the shoredrift along the north- and southeast shore of Maury Island.

The northern

limit is a zone of drift divergence along the west shore of Tramp Harbor,
and the southern limit is a drift divergence on the island's south shore
near Finer Point (Fig. 31).

Two converging drift cells dominate this

coastal stretch, with an easterly net shore-drift that follows a pattern
readily predicted considering fetch and coastline orientation.

The

drift cell convergence is the sand and fine-gravel spit at Robinson Point.
A slight asymmetry of the spit toward the north indicates a more energetic
wave regime from the south to southwest direction.
North Shore of Maury Island
The drift cell that dominates the north shore of Maury Island
originates at a zone of drift divergence on the west shore of Tramp
Harbor, about 0.6 km northwest of Portage (Fig. 31).

Along this drift

cell there is a net influence by northerly waves which produce south
and easterly net shore-drift.
The zone of drift divergence has a narrow foreshore of poorly sorted
pebbles and cobbles with sand.

The high-tide shoreline is riprap-defended

and artificially filled foreward of a near-vertical, 7-15 m bluff of
till, which was apparently wave-maintained prior to its artificial defense.
Riprap is continuous south and east toward Portage.

Net shore-drift in

that direction is indicated by sediment accumulation against boulders or
protruding riprap and a better sorting of beach sediment toward the south
east.

The embayment near Portage presently does not have a prograded

foreshore, but progradation occurred in this vicinity in recent geologic

FIGURE 31.

Map showing the Outer Maury division of King County with
drift cells and directions of net shore-drift.

Ill
time, building the low-lying isthmus that connects Maury and Vashon
Island.
East of Portage there is an undefended 15 to 25 m wave-maintained
bluff, which is presently the initial sediment source for the drift cell.
The base of the bluff is a wall and rampart in clay overlain by sand and
fine gravel.

The low-tide terrace in this vicinity has a major accumu

lation of sand that trails easterly, indicating the net shore-drift
direction.

A backshore develops and widens toward the east, and groins

and other drift obstructions consistently accumulate sediment on the west
(updrift) side.
Between 0.2 to 1.0 km west of Fern Heath (Fig. 31) the lower fore
shore is a broad exposure of a wave-cut platform across clay.

This

platform marks a transition in the drift cell, with less "protection"
from the east shore of Vashon Island and thus greater fetch and wave
energy from the north.
increases.

Toward the east, the wedge of foreshore sediment

Most of the coast is undefended and the beach has adequate

sand and gravel supply from wave erosion or slope failure.

Small pro-

graded beaches occur at the residential developments of Fern Heath and
Luena Beach.

The terminal prograded beach is a sand, granule,and pebble

spit forming Robinson Point.
Southeast Shore of Maury Island
The southeast shore of Maury Island is one continuous drift cell.
Net shore-drift is in a northeast direction resulting from a principal
fetch for south to southwest waves.
The drift cell originates at a zone of drift divergence along the
south-facing shore west of Piner Point (Fig. 31).

Here the foreshore
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is predominantly a low-slope pebble-cobble beach, the backshore is
narrower than toward the north or west, and local bluffs have a wavemaintained base.

Around the east side of Finer Point net shore-drift

direction is indicated by an increase in beach slope, fining of sediment
size, and a prograded beach developed along the leeward north shore of
this headland.

Farther north, groins and other obstructions accumulate

sediment on the south side, and a sandy low-tide terrace has oblique
bars trending offshore in a northeasterly (downdrift) direction.

The

pattern of sediment accumulation on the south or southwest side of drift
obstructions is consistently observed through the length of this drift
cell.

Localized prograded beaches occur along this coast, but there are

no coastal features, either natural or artificial, to prevent net shoredrift continuing to the drift cell terminus at Robinson Point.
The major part of the coast between Finer Point and Robinson Point
is undefended.

The coastal bluff is generally steep to near angle-of-

repose, rising up to 120 m elevation, and consists of a thick deposit
of Vashon-age advance outwash.

The southeast shore of Maury Island is

well supplied with sand and gravel as a result of slope instability and
localized landslides in this material.
This substantial sand and gravel deposit has made possible several
past and present-day mining operations in this coastal bluff.

A major

man-induced shoreline change has resulted from this activity.

Two broad

protrusions of the coast are located below abandoned sand and gravel
quarries about 0.3 km and 1.7 km northeast of Shore Acres (Fig. 31).
Neither of these protrusions appears on 1876-77 mapping of the shoreline
(U. S. Coast Survey, 1876-77b).

Sand and gravel apparently was pushed

seaward of these quarries for waterfront staging areas.

The "fills" have

acted in a fashion similar to groins, and accumulated sediment on the
south (updrift) side.

QUARTERMASTER
HARBOR
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QUARTERMASTER HARBOR
The Quartermaster Harbor division of King County covers the shore
along the crenulated embayment between Vashon and Maury islands.

The

outer limits of this division are at zones of drift divergence at Neill
Point on the west, and the south shore of Finer Point on the east (Fig.
32).

Because of variety of fetch and shore orientations, there are a

total of 13 drift cells in the Quartermaster Harbor division.
Entrance to Quartermaster Harbor-East Shore
The drift cell along the east-shore entrance to Quartermaster Harbor
originates on the southern shore of Maury Island between Finer Point and
Rosehilla (Fig. 32).

Northward net shore-drift in this cell is the

result of southerly waves entering the harbor.
The zone of drift divergence is a low slope pebble-cobble foreshore
with a narrow backshore.

Toward the northwest a sandy low-tide terrace

with oblique bars trending westerly (downdrift) indicates net shoredrift into the harbor.

At Manzanita the shore changes orientation, and

a drift-aligned spit has developed toward the northwest.

Between

Manzanita and Dockton sand and gravel have accumulated on the south side
of groins, oblique bars have a northerly (downdrift) trend, and bluff
morphology generally becomes more subdued.
The peninsula at Dockton is a glacial feature, composed mainly of
till.

Shore drift accretion occurs at the point and onto the northeast

(leeward) shore.

An intertidal-recurved spit indicates that net shore-

drift continues around to the north shore of the point.

Most of this

sand and gravel shore-drift terminates on the point's north shore.
However, the direction of net shore-drift continues southeast along a
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FIGURE 32.

Map showing the Quartermaster Harbor division of King
County with drift cells and directions of net shoredrift.
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low wave-energy zone of poorly sorted mud, sand, and gravel.

This south

easterly drift is indicated by minor beach profile offsets at groins or
other obstructions across the foreshore.

The ultimate terminus is along

a muddy-sand bayhead beach to the east of Dockton (Fig. 32).
This bayhead beach is at a convergence with a short drift cell from
the north (Fig. 32).

The drift cell results from the Dockton peninsula

producing a wave shadow to southerly waves.

The direction of net shore-

drift is indicated by sediment accumulation on the north side of drift
obstructions, and a sediment size gradation from gravelly sand to a
gravelly-muddy sand toward the south.
Entrance to Quartermaster Harbor-West Shore
A single drift cell dominates the west shore entrance of Quarter
master Harbor.

The drift cell originates at Neill Point and continues

northward to a prominent spit on the southeast corner of the Burton
peninsula (Fig. 32).

The direction of net shore-drift is the result of

southerly waves progressing into the harbor.
The headland of Neill Point is a zone of drift divergence facing a
southeasterly fetch of about 8 km (Fig. 4).

There is a narrow backshore

of gravel, with a foreshore dominated by exposure of a wave-cut platform
across clay and a scatter of cobble and boulder.

Within 0.5 km north of

Neill Point northerly net shore-drift is indicated by a widening of the
backshore, a fining of beach material with fewer cobbles, sediment
stacked against the south side of fallen trees, and the development of a
broad sandy low-tide terrace.

Northward across the terrace is a series

of oblique bars trending offshore in a northeast (downdrift) direction.
Northward toward Magnolia Beach the bluffs are nearly at an angle
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of repose or a slope-over-wall morphology.

Wave erosion of slope stabi

lity provides an abundant supply of sand and gravel to the beach.

Several

small prograded beaches occur at northward-offset stream mouths, or at
minor irregularities along the shore.

At Magnolia Beach the direction of

net shore-drift is indicated by the northward offset of a major stream;
its delta has a pronounced asynmetry due to shore-drift accretion on the
south side.
As the shore arcs along the south side of the Burton peninsula,
oblique bars trend offshore in an easterly (downdrift) direction.

The

shore along this crescent-shaped ttretch is actively prograding with a
3-4.5 m backshore forward of relict shore-defense structures.

Toward

the southeast corner of the peninsula the width of the backshore dimi
nishes, and there is a wave-cut notch into a 6-8 m near-vertical till
bluff.

Coarse sediment from the till is better sorted toward the north

east, where the bluff has a near 90° change in orientation, and net
shore-drift has built a large spit of sand and gravel.
drift cell terminus.

The spit is the

Some finer-grained sediment may bypass this spit

and be transported further northeast to a smaller spit forming the eastern
tip of the Burton peninsula.
Inner Quartermaster Harbor
For the purpose of describing the drift cells in the inner part of
Quartermaster Harbor, numbers have been assigned as shown in Figure 32.
This procedure is in lieu of a sufficient number of place names to clearly
identify the various drift cells.
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Drift Cell 1
This drift cell orignates at a drift divergence along a low till
bluff fronting the residential community of Quartermaster (Fig. 32).
The bluff is mostly defended now, but was formerly wave-maintained.
There is no backshore and the foreshore is a poorly sorted sand and
gravel veneer at the upper edge of a wave-cut platform across till.
Net shore-drift toward the northeast is the result of a principal southsoutheast fetch.

Along the east shore of Quartermaster, drift direction

is indicated by a northward fining of sediment, northward development of
an intertidal spit, offset of a stream mouth, and sediment accumulation
against drift obstructions.

The drift cell terminates along the sand

and gravel bayhead beach that is part of the low-lying isthmus between
Vashon and Maury Island.

The western half of this isthmus represents

shore-drift accretion; the eastern half is a glacial deposit.

There may

have been a narrow waterway across this isthmus prior to historical
settlement, since Indian accounts refer to a canoe passage rather than
a portage across the site (Van Olinda, 1935, p. 83).
Drift Cell 2
This drift cell originates at a zone of drift divergence where
southeasterly waves entering the inner harbor impinge on a rounded 3-5 m
0

till bluff (Fig. 32).

This zone has a narrow backshore, a poorly sorted

sand and gravel foreshore, and localized exposure of a wave-cut platform
across till.

Northward net shore-drift is indicated by^more subdued

bluff morphology, less cobble across the foreshore, and sediment accumu
lation against the south side of drift obstructions.

The drift cell

terminus is the bayhead beach at the northeast extent of the harbor.
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Here a spit of coarse sand and fine gravel is developing from the east
shore and across the intertidal zone.

This spit may represent the begin

ning of the next bayhead barrier in the continuing progradation of this
drift terminal zone.
Drift Cell 3
Southwesterly waves that enter the inner harbor impinge on a 3-5 m
till bluff, forming a rounded protrusion of the shore.

From the resulting

zone of drift divergence, there is a net shore-drift toward the east (Fig.
32) indicated by a more subdued bluff morphology and an improved sorting
of beach material.

The drift cell terminates at a small prograded beach

seaward of a dike that impounds a small lake.

Prior to artificial modi

fication, this drift cell terminated at a 90 m spit that recurved into a
tidal inlet formerly occupying the lake site (U. S. Coast Survey, 1876-77b).
Drift Cell 4
This drift cell extends along the east side entrance to the inner
harbor and originates where southwesterly waves refract and overcome a
wave shadow produced by the peninsula at Dockton (Fig. 32).

The drift

divergence is a zone of wave erosion at the base of an angle-of-repose,
vegetated bluff.

At the constriction in the harbor, the east shore

includes a 30 m bluff of sand and and gravel which is a major sediment
source.

Northerly net shore-drift is indicated by northward widening of

a sand low-tide terrace, and sediment accumulation on the south side of
obstructions.

Where the shore turns toward the northeast the principal

fetch is from the north-northwest across the inner harbor (Fig. 32).
The influence of waves from this direction is indicated by a narrower
foreshore and a wave-cut platform across clay which continues to a bluff
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rampart.

Continued northward net shore-drift is indicated by the north

ward offset of several stream mouths and the northerly (downdrift) trend
of a series of nearshore oblique bars.

The drift cell terminus is a

small prograded beach of sand and fine gravel at the base of a dike
ponding a small lake.
Drift Cell 5
This drift cell originates north of the prominent spit located at
the southeast corner of the Burton peninsula (Fig. 32).

Northeast net

shore-drift is the result of southerly waves entering the inner harbor.
A limited amount of fine-grained sediment may continue around the spit
and supply this drift cell.

Within the cell there is sediment input

from stretches of an undefended low bank of till, although most of this
cell has been artificially defended.

Direction of net shore-drift is

indicated by northward widening of the foreshore, increase in beach
slope, sediment fining, and accumulation against the south side of groins.
The drift cell terminus is a symmetrical cuspate spit with the southeast
shore drift-aligned to a 1-4 m till bluff.

The distinct apex of the spit

indicates a net shore-drift convergence.
Drift Cell 6
Northerly winds have a favorable approach to the inner harbor
across the topographic low at Portage, and resulting waves impinge on
the northeast-facing shore of the Burton peninsula (Fig. 32).

The sub

sequent drift divergence is a zone including a wave-maintained clay bank
which is overlain by a low bluff of sand and fine gravel.
dominates the low-slope foreshore.

Muddy sand

Net shore-drift toward the southeast

is indicated by a widening of the foreshore, an increase in beach slope.
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and the accumulation of sediment on the west side of protruding bulkheads
and a boat ramp.

The drift cell terminus is a symmetrical cuspate spit

forming the eastern-most reach of the Burton peninsula.
Drift Cell 7
Net shore-drift along the north shore of the Burton peninsula is
the result of a north and northeasterly fetch (Fig. 32).

The drift cell

originates at a zone with a muddy sand foreshore and a wave-maintained
clay bank overlain by sand and fine gravel.

Net drift-direction is

indicated by a westward distribution of sand and sediment accumulation
against groins or bulkhead offsets.

In two locations the shore turns

toward the south, resulting in southwesterly drift-aligned intertidal
spits.

Sediment fines to a muddy sand along the southeast shore of the

embayment at Burton.

The drift cell terminates in this embayment across

a low energy bayhead beach.

Across the intertidal flat a muddy sand

recurved spit extends from the east shore.
Drift Cell 8
This drift cell along the west shore of the inner harbor originates
south of the embayment at Judd Creek (Fig. 32).

Southerly net shore-

drift is the result of a principal fetch to the north and northeast.
The drift cell begins with an upper foreshore of mixed sand and gravel,
and a broad lower foreshore of sand.

To the south sediment accumulates

on the north side of groins and fines to a greater percentage of muddy
sand.

At the marina facilities at Burton, a pier supported by pilings

has a slightly higher beach profile on its west side indicating net
shore-drift continuing southeast.

The drift cell terminus is a muddy

sand bayhead beach at the southern reach of the embayment.
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Drift Cell 9
The northwest shore of the inner harbor includes a drift cell that
is unique in at least two respects.

First, the cell originates within

100 m of the Judd Creek embayment and receives considerable sediment
input from this fluvial source.

This factor combined with the moderate

to low wave energy in this part of the harbor results in the beginning
of the drift cell having a wider beach and a beach of greater sand volume
than toward the drift cell terminus.

Second, the shore-drift is not

responding to the principal fetch which is toward the southeast.

Rather,

net shore-drift responds to a south-southwest fetch which averages 1 km
shorter.

This results from the topographic saddle with a 10 m elevation

across the narrow "neck" of the Burton peninsula (Fig. 32).

Strong

southerly winds progressing up Quartermaster Harbor can cross this wind
passage and in the inner harbor generate waves directed to the northwest
shore.

Southeasterly waves can readily produce a short-term drift

reversal, but their energy, and frequency, is surpassed by the southerly
waves.
The direction of net shore-drift is indicated at the beginning of
the cell by a series of oblique bars which are oriented perpendicular to
the south-southwest on the low-tide terrace and creek delta.

To the

northeast, several groins accumulate sediments on their southwest sides.
As the shore begins to trend more easterly, an increase in wave energy
is indicated, likely related to less wave damping from the west shore.
Beach slope lowers for a short distance; and a wave-cut platform across
clay is exposed or has, in places, a veneer of muddy sand and pebbles.
Most of the drift cell has shore-defense structures, and protrusions
of these structures consistently accumulate sand and gravel on the south-
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west sides. Just before the shore turns into a small embayment, three
large concrete groins cross the upper foreshore and accumulate sand and
gravel on their west sides.

Debris from breaks in the groins is dispersed

easterly across the foreshore.

The drift cell terminates along the west

side of a small embayment with a foreshore of sand and gravel armoring
finer-grained sediment.
Drift Cell 10
this drift cell originates along the rounded protrusion of the coast
at Quartermaster.

Net shore-drift is influenced by a southeasterly fetch

toward the entrance to the inner harbor (Fig. 32).

The drift divergence

is backed by a low bluff of till, formerly wave-maintained, now mostly
defended.

There is no backshore, and the foreshore is poorly sorted sand

and gravel as a veneer to a wave-cut platform across till.

Net shore-

drift toward the northwest is indicated by a fining of mean sediment size,
accumulation of sediment against the southwest side of groins, and a more
subdued bluff morphology.

The trend of net shore-drift is continuous

into the small embayment west of Quartermaster, which is the drift cell
terminus.

This is a modified area with a dike ponding the lower reach

of a small stream.
Judd' Creek Embayment
Judd Creek is one of the two largest streams draining the upland of
Vashon Island, and is an agent for transport of sand and finer sediment
to the inner harbor.

The embayment at Judd Creek (Fig. 32) is dry at

low tide, with a meandering stream incised in muddy sand.

Debris along

either shore accumulates sediment on the east side, showing that during
high tides wave action may rework sediment into the embayment.

This is
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not a drift pattern of major significance, and the Judd Creek embayment
is part of a broad zone of drift divergence.

WEST VASHON
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WEST VASHON
The west Vashon division of King County includes the coast of Vashon
Island bordering Colvos Passage on the west and Dalco Passage on the south.
The division has a southern limit at the zone of drift divergence on the
southeast corner of the island at Neill Point.

The northern limit is a

drift divergence centered about 0.6 km east of Point Vashon on the north
shore of the island (Figs. 33 and 34).

This coastal stretch is dominated

by northerly net shore-drift, except for a few stretches where fetch and
shoreline orientation favor southerly drift.
shoreforms occur in this coastal division:

Five major accretionary
Sandford Point, Lisabeula

spit, a spit north of Cove, Peter Point, and Point Vashon.
Neill Point to Sandford Point
Neill Point is a rounded headland that forms the'southeast corner of
Vashon Island.

The headland has a moderate slope below the 100 m upland,

but in its lower section has a slope-over-wall morphology with evidence
of wave attack.

Around the point is a narrow backshore of gravel.

The

foreshore is dominated by a wave-cut platform across clay with a scatter
of cobbles and boulders.

Neill Point faces southeast to an 8 km fetch

(Fig. 4) originating in Commencement Bay (Pierce County).

Waves from

this direction produce a drift divergence at the point and initiate the
net shore-drift along the south and southwest shore of Vashon Island.
On the south-southwest side of Neill Point the low-tide terrace has
a set of oblique bars oriented perpendicular to the southeast fetch.
These indicate the beginning of the net shore-drift.

The foreshore between

Neill Point and Tahlequah (Fig. 33) has a greater wedge of sediment toward
the west, and protruding shore-defense structures consistently accumulate
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FIGURE 33.

Map showing the southern part of the West Vashon division of
King County with drift cells and directions of net shore-drift.
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FIGURE 34.

Map showing the northern part of the West Vashon division of
King County with drift cells and directions of net shore-drift.
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sediment on their east (updrift) sides.
The embayment at Tahlequah includes a bayhead beach crossed by a
perennial stream.

The stream mouth has been artificially modified and

the distributary channels of the stream show no pronounced offset.
However, the stream delta is associated with an intertidal zone that is
wider on the east and diminishes toward the west.

The continued net

shore-drift around the west side of the embayment is indicated by subtle
undulations of the beach profile, consistently rising toward the east
(updrift) side of groins.
the intertidal flat.

This is best observed from offshore or from

Along the southwest shore of the embayment, the

foreshore has a renewed exposure to the principal southwest fetch.

For

a short distance the beach slope lowers, and the foreshore has a pebble
and cobble armor.

The wedge of sediment increases, and sediment size

again fines westward (downdrift) toward Point Dalco.
As the shore turns northwest past Point Dalco, there is a major
change in direction of most influential wave approach.

North of the

point net shore-drift is driven by south to southwesterly waves originating
at the north entrance to the Tacoma Narrows and progressing northward in
Col VOS Passage (Fig. 4).

These waves first impinge on Vashon Island

along the coast within 1.5 km northwest of Point Dalco.

This coastal

stretch is wave-straightened and dominated by a 60-70 m near-vertical
bluff of sand and gravel.
by wave undercutting.

Mass wasting is evident, some likely induced

The foreshore is narrow and has a cobble and

boulder lag.
Toward Spring Beach, drift obstructions (boulders, fallen trees)
accumulate sediment on the south side, beach slope increases, and a sandy,
low-tide terrace redevelops.

North of Spring Beach to Paradise Cove,
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mass wasting of steep bluffs is a major source of beach sediment.

There

is a considerable input of sand which dominates the foreshore progressing
northward, and this results in a well-sorted sandy foreshore where the
net shore-drift turns into Paradise Cove.

Net shore-drift continuing

northward around the cove is best indicated by sediment accumulation on
the south,side of groins and protruding bulkheads.

Progressing north

from the cove a sandy foreshore and low-tide terrace diminishes and the
foreshore becomes coarser, since there is greater exposure to the southerly
fetch.
Within 2.5 km to the south of Sandford Point the foreshore consists
of coarse sand- to pebble-sized sediment, the beach slope increases, and
the backshore widens.

A drift-aligned gravel spit is built into a small

embayment south of Sandford Point (Fig. 33).

This unnamed feature,

marked with a navigation light, is the drift terminus for coarse sandto pebble-sized sediment.

Medium sand is transported an additional 0.2

km north to Sandford Point, the drift cell terminus and convergence of
shore-drift from the north.

This point is not a distinct coastal promon

tory, but rather a broad zone of well sorted, medium sand.
accretion is intertidal.

Most of the

Although no "point" is shown on the 1973 mapping

of the area, the 1968 mapping shows a coastal promontory projecting 213
m seaward of the present mean-high water line (U. S. Geological Survey,
1953, photorevised 1968; 1953, photorevised 1973).

The potential economic

resource of this well-sorted sand accretion suggests that the beach at
Sandford Point may have been mined during the interval 1968-1973.
no documentation was found to confirm this possibility.

However,
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Green Valley Creek to Sandford Point
Between Green Valley Creek and Sandford Point the configuration of
Col VOS Passage results in a principal fetch to northerly waves (Fig. 33).
As a result, this 2.2 km stretch has two drift cells with southerly net
shore-drift separated by a short drift reversal influenced, in part, by
refracted northerly waves.
Within 0.2 km south of Green Valley Creek northerly waves impinge
on the coast,and a drift cell begins with southwesterly net shore-drift.
At the cell's origin the foreshore has a low slope with cobbles armoring
mixed sand and gravel.
platform across clay.

Locally there is no sediment veneer on a wave-cut
The bluff along the northern part of this cell is

experiencing active wave undercutting and mass wasting.

Toward the resort

community of Lisabeula, the beach slope increases, the bluff morphology
becomes more subdued, and the foreshore sediment fines to sand, granules,
and pebbles.

The foreshore at Lisabeula is prograded and developed south

ward to the drift cell terminus which is a recurved shit into Christianson
Cove (Fig. 33).

Coarse sand and granules are transported around the distal

end of the spit to a sandy prograded beach on the north shore of the cove.
Along the inner shore of Christianson Cove there is northward net
shore-drift due either to southwesterly waves in a wave shadow of Lisabeula
spit or due to refracted northerly waves rounding the spit.

Beginning

about 0.2 km southwest of Jod Creek (Fig. 33) drift obstructions accumu
late sediment on the south side, and foreshore sediment fines toward the
north.

A small prograded beach is developed on the south side of the

stream mouth, the stream's intertidal channels are deflected northward,
and the stream produces a filtering effect with a foreshore of reduced
sand content north of the stream crossing.

Continuing north from Jod
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Creek the foreshore is a low slope, pebble-and-cobble armor, and there is
active wave erosion along a low bluff.

This clearly indicates the influence

of southwesterly waves crossing the cove.

The foreshore again fines north

west toward the prograded beach east of Lisabeula spit.
This is not a drift cell of substantial sediment transport, but it is
a significant drift pattern indicating that sediment transport to Lisa
beula spit does not bypass Christianson Cove and continue south to Sandford
Point.
From the drift divergence along the south shore of Christianson Cove,
northerly waves produce a net shore-drift southwest to Sandford Point.
The cell includes a steep bluff, approximately 30 m high, with recent slope
failures providing sand and fine gravel to the beach.
nus is the broad sand flat at Sanford Point.

The drift cell termi

This zone is a convergence

with net shore-drift originating at the southeast shore of Vashon Island.
As discussed in the previous section, the present-day absence of a mappable
depositional promontory at Sandford Point may be due to beach mining at the
site.
Green Valley Creek to Peter Point
The shore between Green Valley Creek and Peter Point has a northerly
net shore-drift resulting from the local prevailing and predominant south
to southwesterly waves in Colvos Passage.
The drift cell originates along the north shore of the embayment at
Green Valley Creek (Fig. 33).

The foreshore has cobbles armoring mixed

sand and gravel, and a low bluff is wave-maintained.

Other than a limited

area in Christianson Cove, this shore north of Green Valley Creek is where
southerly waves regain a net influence along the coast north of Sandford
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Point.

As the shore turns northward from this embayment, the northward net

shore-drift is indicated by the development and widening of a backshore,
an increase in beach slope, and a fining of mean sediment size.
Northward to Sunset Beach (Fig. 33) the unmodified shore receives
considerable sediment input from mass wasting of coastal bluffs of glacial
outwash overlying less permeable clay.

The moderate to high wave energy

along this stretch is indicated by a consistent pebble and cobble armor to
mixed sand and gravel, and the foreshore remains coarse past the community
of Sunset Beach.

Bulkheads defend most of this shore, and groins trap sedi

ment on the south (updrift) sides.

Across a low-tide terrace there are

lenses of sand that are steep-faced on the north side, indicating a north
ward shore-drift.

To the north of the community there is one large boulder

groin that produces an approximate 1 m vertical offset of the beach pro
file, higher on the south side.
From Sunset Beach northward toward the community of Cove (Fig. 33)
the shore is rather linear, and there are no natural or artificial obstacles
to prevent continued northward net shore-drift.

Nearly all of this coastal

stretch includes a moderate to steep, vegetated bluff that rises to 30 m.
There is mass wasting and wave erosion along this stretch that provides
sand and gravel to the beach and to the shore-drift process.
At Cove (Fig. 34) the shore has a near 90° change in orientation
formed by a low promontory of till.

There is a small degree of shore-

drift progradation along the north side of this promontory, and the north
shore grades from fine gravel at the point, to sand toward the east.

The

absence of a drift-aligned spit off this point suggests strong refraction
of the southerly waves.

This refraction is substantiated along the

westerly-facing shore to the east of Cove, where there is considerable
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wave erosion of the coastal bluffs backing a platform beach.

This is the

most extensive exposure of a wave-cut platform in the drift cell, with a
lateral extent of 200-300 m.

To the north, the foreshore sediment wedge

increases, beach slope increases, and sand and fine gravel ridges produce
a northward offset of two small streams indicating the continued northward
net shore-drift.
About 3 km north of Cove there is an unnamed spit that has a nearly
symmetrical, cuspate form.

Net shore-drift in this drift cell is conti

nuous to this spit, and the plan-view geometry of the spit would suggest
that this feature marks the terminus of converging drift cells.

That the

north shore of the spit is^ influenced by northerly waves is indicated by
the spit geometry and by a boulder groin near the northeast foot of the
spit, which produces a 1.2 m vertical offset of the beach profile, higher
on the north side.

However, there are several lines of evidence indicating

that the net shore-drift is continuous around the spit.

First, the back-

shore widens going around the spit, from about 1.5 m on the southeast to
3 m at the spit apex, to nearly 8 m on the northeast shore.

In addition,

the south shore has one beach ridge, but the north shore has at least
three.

Second, within a distance of 2.6 km north of the spit net shore-

drift indicators resume (such as fining of mean sediment size and increase
in beach slope) that indicate continuous net shore-drift to Peter Point
(Fig. 34).

Within this 2.6 km distance there is no zone that can be con

sidered a zone of net shore-drift divergence.

Third, the spit at Peter

Point receives sediment from a short drift cell from the northeast, and,
considering the size of the shore-drift accretion at Peter Point, it is
more plausible that this is the northern terminus of a drift cell that
extends as far south as Green Valley Creek.
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In summary, the unnamed spit north of Cove is clearly influenced by
northerly waves, but the long-term net shore-drift is northward, by
passing this feature.

The ultimate drift cell terminus is the sand and

gravel lobate spit at Peter Point (Fig. 35).
Peter Point to Point Vashon
The coastal stretch between Peter Point and Point Vashon consists of
two linear stretches that intersect at an oblique angle at Fern Cove
(Fig. 34).

This embayment is at the mouth of one of the two largest

streams draining the upland of Vashon Island.
From Fern Cove to Peter Point the shore has a principal fetch to
northerly waves which produces a net shore-drift toward the southwest.
Through most of its length this shore consists of pebbles and cobbles
armoring mixed sand and gravel.

In several locations the wedge of sedi

ment thins to a veneer over a wave-cut clay platform.

Most of this

stretch has a narrow backshore with wave erosion along a low bluff of
stratified sand and gravel.

A few bulkhead offsets and groins all have

accumulated sediment on the northeast side.

Beach slope rapidly increases

and mean sediment size decreases coming onto the sand and fine gravel spit
at Peter Point, which is the drift cell terminus.
North to Fern Cove the shore has an orientation that allows an influence
from southwesterly waves as well as waves from the northwest (Fig. 34).
This factor clearly results in short-term drift reversals along this stretch
and is indicated at some groins with sediment accumulated on both the north
and south side.
Point Vashon.

However, the long-term net shore-drift is northward to
This is indicated by a fining of beach sediment from a

pebble and cobble armor 0.5 km south of Sandy Beach, to a greater percen
tage of sand toward Point Vashon.

Northward in the drift cell the low-tide

FIGURE 35.

Aerial photo of Peter Point viewed toward the southeast.
This rounded spit is the largest shore-drift accretion
form along the Vashon Island side of Colvos Passage.
(Photo taken September 14, 1981; tide approximately +3.1 m)
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terrace widens with nearshore bars oriented perpendicular to the westsouthwest principal fetch.

There are also numerous lenses of sand across

the terrace which, in cross section, have a steep face on the north side,
indicating accretion in that direction.

The drift cell terminates at the

sand and fine gravel prograded beach at Point Vashon.

Several interesting

aspects of this drift-terminal zone are described in the subsequent section.
The two drift cells described here have their origin along the north
and south shore of Fern Cove, but the zone of origin for these two cells
deserves special explanation.

The shoreline along Fern Cove shows a stream

mouth offset toward the north, suggesting a northerly net shore-drift
around the cove (Fig. 34).

However, this offset is shown on a mean high-

water shoreline, and the southeast shore of the cove is a broad, low slope,
intertidal fan.

At tidal stages above mean high-water the shoreline is

translated as much as 300 m to the southeast.

For the higher tidal stages

there are geomorphic indicators along the north and south shore revealing
that there is shore-drift directed toward the head of this intertidal fan.
For example, on the north shore of Fern Cove groins and a boat ramp trap
sediment on the north side, and the offset of a small stream and the
asymmetry of the stream-built fan indicates southward shore-drift.

On

the south shore of Fern Cove a protruding bulkhead accumulates sediment
on the west side and sediment fines toward the east.

On both shores these

indicators are observed within 400-500 m of the inner embayment.

In the

inner embayment, there is a spit ridge built from both shores with lengths
of about 25-30 m.
This pattern of shore drift into the cove can be readily explained by
the influence of northerly waves during times of higher high tides.

Since

the shore-drift maps in this report use a mean high-water shoreline, the
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drift mapping for the Fern Cove vicinity shows two drift cells of opposing
orientation beginning on the two shores of the cove.

There is no drift

pattern shown along the mean high-water seaward edge of the fan.

This fan

is an area where the pattern of shore-drift can be quite variable depending
on tide stage, wave approach, and possibly, stream discharge.

On a

county-wide scale, the shore-drift into the inner cove is not counted as
drift cells, and Fern Cove is considered a broad zone of drift divergence
for net shore-drift southwest to Peter Point and north to Point Vashon.
Point Vashon
The shore-drift accretion at Point Vashon does not have a form typical
of the terminal zone or convergence of most drift cells.

Rather than

being a unified feature, this is an accretion shore form that has three
components.

The major component is a sand, granule, and pebble prograded

beach on the west side of the headland.

The second component is a lower

foreshore bar of sand and fine gravel that extends north from the point,
curves toward the east, and then diminishes.

On the north side of the

point, east of this recurved bar, is the third component, which is a set
of nearshore bars oriented perpendicular to the northeast fetch.

Immedi

ately east of this bar set, the wave-cut clay platform dominates the north
shore of Vashon Island.
The shore-drift accretion at Point Vashon could have been a spit
developed toward the north if conditions were different.

Sediment supply,

southwesterly fetch, and an abrupt change in shoreline orientation are
all appropriate for spit development, and this is indicated by the form
of the large recurved bar.

But the full-fledged development of a spit is

prevented by the influence of northerly waves and the resulting drift
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cell from the east converging on Point Vashon (Fig. 34).

This cell is

indicated by the bar sets oriented perpendicular to the northeast fetch,
and most significantly, by the north shore termination to the prograded
accretion at Point Vashon.

If not for this westerly drift pattern the

prograded beach would continue northeast around the headland.
The fact that the shore-drift accretion does not have a regular
geometric form indicates that at Point Vashon there is not a balance of
converging wave regimes, but rather, there is a dynamic equilibrium between
accretion and erosion.

Sediment continues to prograde north and east

around the point until the occurrence of strong northerly waves which
drive the sediment back toward the southwest.

This situation can result

in unusual beach-sediment conditions such as observed along the north
side of the point in July, 1981, with the prograded beach fining to silty
sand (a low energy, depositional zone) in a northeasterly direction toward
a wave-cut platform across clay (a high energy, erosional zone).
The northerly waves approaching Point Vashon may be dampened or
shadowed by Blake Island (Fig. 4).

This factor may give a net shore-

drift advantage to southwesterly waves, and thus the development of the
northward intertidal bar.

The southwesterly waves in Colvos Passage

could occasionally be of sufficient energy to transport sediment around
Point Vashon and some distance eastward along the island's north shore.
If the sediment is transported a sufficient distance, for example 0.61.0 km east of Point Vashon, then it can bypass the zone of net shoredrift directed toward the point.

The resumption of northerly waves would

then result in this sediment being transported southeastward to be depo
sited along the prograded beach at Dolphin Point (Fig. 34).

SUMMARY
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SUMMARY

King County has a crenulated coast that is the imprint of the most
recent glaciation, which shaped and modified the channels of Puget Sound.
The source of sediment on the beaches and in shore-drift in the county is
glacially-derived sediment supplied from coastal bluffs by wave erosion,
mass wasting, or fluvial processes.
The evidence for the limits of drift cells and the directions of net
shore-drift has been presented.

The pattern of net shore-drift for the

entire King County coast is included in the map pocket.

In total, 46

drift cells occur, varying in length from a minimum of a few hundred meters
on the north side of the Des Moines Marina, to maximum cell length of about
16 km from Seahurst, north to and around Duwamish Head.

The following is

a summary of the major findings resulting from this study of King County
net shore-drift.
(1)

For the 182 km coastline in King County, the shore-drift process

is presently observed on all but 9 km along the artificially modified com
mercial and industrial shore of Elliott Bay.

In this shore area, landfill

and other modifications virtually eliminate a nearshore zone along which
the shore-drift process can operate.
(2)

The pattern of net shore-drift in the study area most closely

correlates with fetch.

This agrees with studies along other coasts of

intricate configuration where it has been shown that fetch is more impor
tant than the onshore-wind resultant in determining the direction of net
shore-drift (Schou, 1952).

For the King County coast, the greatest fetch

along a wide channel (and thus waves not dampened by the bordering coast)
is about 45 km for northerly waves approaching the north shore of Vashon
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Island (Fig. 4).

Most of the county's coast has a fetch less than 15 km,

and this is a factor that limits wave heights and the wave energy avail
able for shore-drift.
(3)

The most significant variance from the direct relation of net

shore-drift and fetch is found in the coastal stretch between Alki Point
and Duwamish Head.

Although this 3.5 km shore has a principal fetch to

northerly waves, the net shore-drift is toward the north.

This results

from south to southwesterly waves refracting around the point maintaining
a dominant influence along the north shore.
(4)

Besides Alki Point, there are other examples in the King County

coastal area of southerly waves refracting around promontories and pro
ducing a northward net shore-drift.

This occurs at Point Wells (Snohomish

County), Williams Point, Brace Point, and to a limited degree. Point
Vashon.

These points are all on westerly facing shores.

The long-term

wind pattern over the King County coastal area is such that, in general,
south;,to southwesterly winds are the prevailing (most frequent) and pre
dominant (strongest) (Fig. 3).

These coastal promontories have a fetch

from this direction and refract the incoming waves.

Because of the

greater wind energy being transferred to these south to southwesterly
waves, even when refracted they can have a shore-drift influence along
the north shore of a point greater than waves from the northerly, principal
fetch.
(5)

The pattern of net shore-drift rounding certain points, combined

with most of the King County coast having a fetch to southerly waves,
results in 65 percent of all net shore-drift in the county have a north
ward vector component, 35 percent having a southward component.
(6)

The results of the shore-drift process include the distribution
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of coastal-bluff erosional debris, sorting of beach sediment, and the
development of numerous coastal accretion features.

Possibly one of the

most significant shore-drift accretion forms in the county is the prograded
beach that connects Vashon and Maury islands.

This accretion occurred

sometime prior to European exploration of the region.

The significance

of this prograded feature is that the closing of an open-water passage
between these islands would have changed the tidal circulation and
flushing characteristics in Quartermaster Harbor.
(7)

Urban development along the county's coast has obliterated

several accretion features.

Two spits formerly on opposite shores at the

entrance to Salmon Bay were removed to improve a navigation channel (Fig.
10).

At Smith Cove, a 850 m long spit has been assimilated into the land

fill of this former embayment (Fig. 16).

And on the east shore of Duwamish

Head, a former prograded beach is no longer a distinct feature due to
shoreline modification (Fig. 22).

There are additional examples of smaller-

scale accretion features that have been destroyed or modified along the
mainland coast, as well as the coast of Vashon and Maury islands.
(8)

Of all the large-scale coastal features in King County, a dis

tinctive occurrence is a series of three prominent cuspate or cuspate-like
points along the mainland.
Tree Point.

These are West Point, Alki Point, and Three

Although these three points resemble each other in plan view,

each is distinct in terms of its geomorphology.

West Point is a symmetrical

cuspate-spit, and has developed entirely by shore-drift accretion at the
convergence of two drift cells.
in King County.

This spit is the largest prograded feature

Alki Point has net shore-drift continuing around the point.

This coastal promontory is partially a bedrock knoll, formerly (i.e., early
post-glacial) a small island, that has been accreted to the mainland by the
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shore-drift process.

Alki Point includes the only exposed bedrock along

the King County coast, and the point's south shore includes a wave-cut
platform across bedrock with the platform truncating both limbs of a
steeply plunging anticline.

Three Tree Point is the convergence of two

drift cells, and,although in plan view this feature resembles a cuspate
spit, it is mainly a promontory of glacial material which forms a ridge
that slopes eastward to the 120 m upland.

Only the westernmost part of

Three Tree Point consists of shore-drift accretion.

The absence of

greater westward accretion is the result of a submarine slope of 17 per
cent that begins offshore from the point and is continuous to a depth of
232 m.

Three Tree Point may be the prime example in the county of a place

where the terminus of net shore-drift involves sediment loss into the deep
water of the Puget Sound trough.
(9)

With respect to artificial modification of the pattern of net

shore-drift, the effect has been most pronounced along the county's main
land.

The Shilshole Bay Marina has formed an artificial terminus for a

drift cell (Fig. 10)
to Salmon Bay.

and has modified the wave patterns at the entrance

The Des Moines Marina has divided a long drift cell into

two, and due to wave-shadow effect has produced a short cell reversed to
the local trend (Fig. 26 and 27).

And the coastal modification at Elliott

Bay has eliminated the pattern of shore-drift that existed prior to urban
development.
(10)

The shore-drift process in general has been artificially modified

along all of the King County coast, mainly due to the degree of shore
defense.

Urban land use dominates 70 percent of this coastline (Table 1),

and most of this is associated with shore-defense structures.

These bulk

heads, riprap and seawalls have protected the coastal bluffs from wave
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attack and the renewal of beach sediment supply.

In addition, past building

practices have placed defense structures onto the foreshore slope.

This

positioning can modify wave action to produce scouring of beach sediments,
winnowing the finer material

and leaving a

coarse lag.

Along stretches

of the mainland coast where extensive shore defense has been in place for
some time, long-term waterfront residents consistently mention that the
beach had more sand in the past, and that the beach was formerly higher
and steeper.

The evidence of this change in beach profile is readily

observed by the common occurrence of the exposed footings of bulkheads and
seawalls.

These factors suggest that, along selected stretches of the

King County coast, we may be witnessing the initial phase in a significant
change in character of the beach resulting from artifically-induced beach
erosion.
The benefit of this study has been the delineation of the limits of
drift cells along the King County coast and a documentation of the pattern
of net shore-drift.

This study supports the premise that, along a crenu-

lated coast, the most effective method for mapping net shore-drift is a field
oriented investigation utilizing geomorphic and sedimentologic shore-drift
indicators.

A worthwhile continuation of this study would be a quantita

tive investigation to determine the volume of sediment transport and the
sediment budget for the various drift cells.
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